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Foreword
As the Police Chief of KP Police, I assumed command of a police force that is gifted with distinct
courage, bravery and motivation. Officers of all ranks have played an un-paralleled role in fighting the
menace of terrorism for the last many years. Hundreds of them have sacrificed their lives while protecting
the lives of people. The force continues to stand as a bulwark in protecting towns and cities of the
Province against the unabated terrorist onslaught. I found that due to continuous engagement in fighting
terrorism, the conventional role of police could not receive proper attention. A number of policy and
operational issues could not be properly attended, adversely affecting police governance and efficiency.
These Policy Guidelines (PGs) and Operational Guidelines (OGs) were therefore issued from time to
time to address such issues.
I believe that in line with the modern concepts of ‘problem-solving policing’ and
‘objective-oriented policing’, it is one of the prime responsibilities of police leadership to identify
policing issues, analyze them professionally and offer solutions. Since modern policing problems are
quite complex in nature, more so in KPK due to the current security situation in the Province, mere
passing of directions to the lower formations alone cannot bear good results. Police leadership therefore
is required, not only to identify issues, but to guide staff as to ‘what to do’ and ‘how to do it’ to resolve
the issues.
Based on these ideas, a large number of PGs and OGs were issued during the years 2013 and
2014 with a view to improve performance standards and service delivery. These guidelines were
circulated from time to time and put to test on the ground. The results so far are encouraging. The PGs
and OGs not only helped standardize operating procedures but also proved to be handy tools for
supervisory officers. Along the way, the impact of each PG and OG was studied with a view to identify
and remove lacunas. A number of PGs and OGs were thus revised and improved. This booklet presents
a compilation of the revised PGs and OGs. Original diary numbers and dates of the PGs/OGs however
have been retained for convenience.
More importantly, the PGs and OGs have become the basis of performance audit of operations
and investigation staff. Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), based mainly on the Operational Guidelines,
have been developed and attached in Part III of this booklet for the guidance of all. Performance auditors
will assess the working of operations and investigations staff. Reports generated as a consequence of
such performance audits will be used by Reporting Officers at the time of writing of PERs/ACRs of the
field officers. As a first step, the performance audit of SDPOs is already under way.

I would take this opportunity to express my indebtedness to all officers who showed keen interest
in the implementation of these PGs and OGs. I am particularly thankful to Mr. Mubarak Zeb, DIG
Headquarters Khyber Pakhtunkhwa for his painstaking efforts in writing these guidelines and monitoring
their implementation. The efforts of SP Sohaib Ashraf, and Muhammad Afzal PSOs, also deserve
acknowledgment for their valuable contribution. In the end, I am hopeful that these guidelines will be of
great benefit in raising performance standards, improve service delivery and ultimately ameliorate the
conditions of the common man.

NASIR KHAN DURRANI
Inspector General of Police
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar
31st December 2014
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PART – I
POLICY GUIDELNES (PGs)

OFFICE OF THE
THE INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE
KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA
Central Police Office, Peshawar

Policy Guidelines: Posting of SHOs
PG-1/2013
1

Objective

A Station House Officer (SHO) holds a position of significant importance in the police
hierarchy. The success or failure of the Police Department largely depends on the selection
of suitable officers to be posted as SHOs. The selection of suitable officers as SHOs has
become all the more critical due to the current precarious law and order and security
situation in the Province. In order to ensure merit-based selection of the most suitable
officers for the job, in a transparent manner, the following guidelines are hereby issued. All
Heads of District Police are directed to follow these guidelines in letter and spirit.
2

Each District shall have a pool of eligible officers to be posted as SHOs.

2.1
Each Head of District Police shall create a pool of suitable officers, not below the
rank of a Sub-Inspector, eligible for appointment as SHOs.
2.2
Only those officers who are once placed on the pool of eligible officers shall be
posted as SHOs as and when required.
2.3
Any officer of the rank of Sub-Inspector or Inspector can apply to be placed on the
pool of eligible officers.
2.4
Any gazetted officer of the concerned District recommend officers to be placed on
the pool.
3
Selection Process through Selection Board:- Each Head of District Police shall
constitute a Selection Board in his District for this purpose. The Selection Board shall select
suitable officers to be placed on the pool.
3.1
A Selection Board in a District shall consist of the DPO as its Chairman and at least
two officers not below the rank of DSP/ASP as its members.
3.2
In case of Peshawar, the SSP Operations shall be the Chairman of the Selection
Board assisted by at least two SPs as members of the Selection Board.
3.3
The Selection Boards so constituted in each District shall be communicated to the
AIG Establishment CPO through the respective RPOs.
4
Selection Criteria:- The Selection Board shall review the credentials of an officer
and determine his eligibility for placement on the pool, according to the following criteria:
a.

The officer shall have proven record of professional competence;
1

b.
c.
d.

4.1

The officer shall meet appropriate standards of integrity;
The officer shall have good skills in community relations and public
dealing;
The officer shall have qualities like bravery, commitment, and
resilience.

The Selection Board shall interview the officer during the process of selection.

4.2
The Selection Board shall also review and determine, in accordance with the above
criteria, the eligibility of the officers currently working as SHOs.
4.3
The Head of District Police shall circulate to all officers the procedure and criteria of
eligibility for placement on the pool of officers to be posted as SHOs.
5
Removal of officers from the pool- The Head of District Police shall remove from
the pool any officer who fails to maintain the required standards of performance and
integrity.
5.1
An officer removed from the pool on the grounds of corruption shall not be placed on
the pool in future whereas an officer removed on other grounds (e.g. cowardice, inefficiency,
etc.) shall not be considered for placement on the pool for a minimum period of one year.
5.2
Removal of an officer from the pool on any ground whatsoever shall be deemed as
reasonable ground for departmental proceedings against the officer so removed.
5.3
An aggrieved officer, on removal from the pool, can prefer an appeal to the Regional
Police Officer (RPO).
6

RPOs and CCPO shall verify the names of officers placed on the pool.

6.1
The DPO, or SSP Operations Peshawar, as the case may be, shall send the names
of officers placed on the pool to the respective Regional Police Officer (RPO), or Capital
Police Officer (CCPO) Peshawar, as the case may be.
6.2
The RPOs, or the CCPO, as the case may be, shall satisfy himself regarding the
selection of officers placed on the pool and may return to the respective DPOs, or SSP
Operations, as the case may be, the name of any officer for reconsideration or removal from
the pool.
6.3
The RPOs, or the CCPO, as the case may be, after duly verifying the names of
officers placed on the pool, shall send the same to AIG Establishment CPO who will
maintain record of such officers.
6.4
RPOs and CCPO shall also report to AIG Establishment Central Police Office (CPO)
the removal of any officer from the pool.
7

General Instructions for posting of eligible officers as SHOs.

2

7.1
An officer shall not be posted as SHO in the Police Station of his permanent
residence. Preferably, SHO shall be posted outside the Sub-division of his permanent
residence, as already directed vide this office letter No. 15395-340/B-II, dated 28/06/2013.
7.2
The DPO after due deliberation shall post an SHO from the pool to a Police Station
where the officer has no known political affiliations or differences with any political party or
group and where the officer has no personal enmity.
7.3
An officer shall be posted as SHO from the pool to a Police Station where he can be
more effective in view of his traits.
7.4
The term of office of an SHO shall be for a minimum period of one year. In case
pre-mature transfer of an SHO is warranted due to inefficiency, misconduct or corruption,
the officer shall be transferred with intimation to the RPO and the AIG Establishment CPO
Peshawar.

(NASIR KHAN DURRANI)
Inspector General of Police
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar

No.2323-76/PPO Dated Peshawar 23rd October 2013.
Copy for information and necessary action to:1. All Heads of Police Offices in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
2. The Capital City Police Officer, Peshawar;
3. All Regional Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
4. All District Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
1. Director IT, CPO with the direction to email scanned copy to all concerned;
5. PSO to IGP.

(MUBARAK ZEB) PSP
DIG Headquarters
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar

3

OFFICE OF THE
THE INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE
KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA
Central Police Office, Peshawar

Policy Guidelines: Reference of CNIC in FIRs
PG-2/2013
1

Objective

In order to keep track of the complainants and accused persons in each case, the
following guidelines are issued.
2
In all cases, while recording the FIRs, the CNIC number and the cell number of the
complainant shall be incorporated in FIR Index Form.
3
In all cases, a copy of the CNIC of the accused shall be attached with Police File
also. In case the accused person does not have a CNIC issued in his name, a copy of
NADRA Form- B of his family shall be obtained and attached with case file. The reference
number of NADRA Form-B shall be incorporated in the FIR Index Form.
4
In case the accused does not have CNIC, the Investigating Officer shall take the
accused to NADRA and get his CNIC prepared. The Investigating Officer must request the
court that the accused person may not be granted bail till the production of the CNIC.
5
In case of doubt, the CNIC shall be verified through NADRA Verification System
(VERISYS).

(NASIR KHAN DURRANI)
Inspector General of Police
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar

No.2491-2551/PPO Dated Peshawar 25th October 2013
Copy for information and necessary action to:1. All Heads of Police Offices;
2. Addl: IG Investigations, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Peshawar;
3. The Capital City Police Officer Peshawar;
4. All Regional Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
5. All DIGs Investigation in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
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6.
7.
2.
8.

All DPOs in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
All SPs Investigations in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
Director IT CPO with the direction to email scanned copy to all concerned;
PSO to IGP
(MUBARAK ZEB) PSP
DIG Headquarters
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar
OFFICE OF THE
THE INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE
KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA
Central Police Office, Peshawar

Policy Guidelines: Re-organization of Bomb Disposal Unit (BDU)
PG-3/2013
1

Objective

Terrorists indiscriminately use explosive devices of different kinds. In most cases,
IEDs, VBIEDs, hand grenades and rockets have been the weapons of choice of terrorists in
targeting innocent people and Law Enforcement Agencies. On the other hand, the Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa Police have foiled a large number of attempts of terrorists by detecting and
defusing different types of bombs and rockets.
Recognizing the valuable contribution of Bomb Disposal Unit in saving valuable lives,
it is however necessary to streamline the affairs of BDU for raising its efficiency and
effectiveness. For this purpose, these guidelines are hereby issued to be followed in letter
and spirit.
2
The Role of the Addl: IG Special Branch:- The Bomb Disposal Unit (BDU) shall
function under the overall supervision of Addl: IG Special Branch and shall be headed by the
AIG BDU.
2.1
The Addl: IG Special Branch shall organize BDU in such a manner that at least two
BD Teams are deployed in each District, except Peshawar District which shall have at least
four BD Teams.
2.2
The Addl: IG Special Branch, in relation to the working of BDU, shall be responsible
for the following:
a) Overall supervision;
b) Ensuring the sweeping and scanning of the lodgings, vehicles, route and
venues use by the VVIP and VIP, and the building and surroundings of the
Provincial Assembly;
c) Development of SOPs for the efficient functioning;
d) Development and capacity building;
e) Training needs assessments (TNA);
f) Inspections of BDU;
5

g) Reporting to the Inspector General of Police on the performance of BDU;
h) Advice to the Inspector General of Police on all matters related to BDU.
3

Functions of BDU:- The BDU shall perform the following functions and duties:
a) Detect bombs, explosive devices and other military ordinance;
b) Defuse bombs, explosive devices and other military ordinance;
c) Sweep and scan, for the purpose of detecting and defusing explosive
devices/material, the lodgings, vehicles, route and venues used by VVIP and
VIP, and building and surroundings of the Provincial Assembly;
d) Sweep and scan, for the purpose of detecting and defusing explosive
devices/material, any public place when so required and places of religious
congregations;
e) When so requested, provide assistance to the District Police in the analysis
of crime scene in a case where explosive material has been used;
f) Assist the Technical Sweeping Wing of the Special Branch; and
g) Perform any other task assigned to BDU by the AIG BDU.

4
Duties and Responsibility of the AIG BDU:- The AIG BDU shall be responsible to
perform the following duties:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)

General administration of BDU;
Posting and transfer of BD staff up-to the rank of Sub-Inspector;
Repair, maintenance and safekeeping of BD equipment and stores;
Maintenance of stock register showing receipt and distribution of DBU stores
and equipment;
Training of BDU staff, including conducting regular refresher courses;
Technical inspection of BDU stocks and equipment;
Initiate departmental action against all officers working under his command
and award major punishment to an officer upto the rank a Sub-Inspector;
Recommend to the Addl: IG Special Branch the award of major punishment
to an officer of the rank of Inspector and above;
Grant earned leave to staff permissible under rules;
Perform any other duty assigned to him by the IGP or by the Addl: IG Special
Branch.

5
BD Teams in the Districts:- The BD Teams in the Districts shall be placed under
the operational command of the Head of District Police.
5.1
The Head of District Police shall be responsible, in relation to the BDU Teams placed
under his operational command, for the following:
a) Deployment and tasking of BDU Teams;
b) Maintenance of discipline and initiation of departmental action;
c) Award of minor punishments to BDU staff under his operational command;
d) Recommendation to Addl: IG Special Branch for major punishment to BDU
staff under his operational command;
e) Grant of casual leave.
6

5.2
The Head of District Police shall also be responsible for coordinating the operations
of BD Teams deployed in the District for the purpose of security on the occasions of special
duty, including VVIP and VIP duties.
5.3
The Head of District Police shall support the BD Teams, placed under his operational
command, in the provision of transport, office and store for keeping BD equipment.
5.4
The District Police shall be responsible for the use and safekeeping of Metal
Detectors and Walk-Through Gates already distributed to the District Police.
6
Inspections and Reporting:- The AIG BDU shall submit a monthly report on the
performance of BDU to the Inspector General of Police through the Addl: IG Special Branch.
The monthly report shall also include a statement on the status of equipment on the
attached format.
6.1
The AIG BDU shall carry out Quarterly Inspections of BDU and submit a
comprehensive inspection reports to the IGP through the Addl: IG Special Branch.
6.2
The Addl: IG Special Branch shall biannually conduct comprehensive performance
audits and send reports to the Inspector General of Police. The biannual performance audit
shall include the following details:
a) Statement of overall performance of BDU during the period, supported with
relevant data;
b) Individual performance of BDU staff;
c) Statement of rewards and punishments;
d) State of BDU stocks and equipment;
e) Statement of needs assessment in infrastructure, logistics, training and capacity
enhancement;
f) Proposal on future development of BDU;
g) Any other important issue.

(NASIR KHAN DURRANI)
Inspector General of Police
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar

No.3378-3437/PPO Dated Peshawar 9th December 2013
Copy for information and necessary action to:3. All Heads of Police Offices;
4. Addl: IG Investigations, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Peshawar;
5. Addl: IG Special Branch, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
6. The Capital City Police Officer, Peshawar;
7. All Regional Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
8. All District Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
9. All SPs Investigation in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
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10. Director IT, CPO with the direction to email scanned copy to all concerned;
11. PSO to IGP.

(MUBARAK ZEB) PSP
DIG Headquarters
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar
BD Team District_________________
Month of _______________________

MONTHLY BD EQUIPMENT INSPECTION REPORT
S. No

Name of
Equipment

Total
Available
Stock

Number of
Items in
Working
Order

Number of
Faulty Items
Serviceable

Number of Items
Condemnable

Remarks

AIG Bomb Disposal Unit
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OFFICE OF THE
THE INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE
KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA
Central Police Office, Peshawar

Policy Guidelines: Promotion of Constable on Superannuation
PG-4/2013
1

Objective

It has been noted that some of the police constables fail to get promotion to the next
rank till the age of superannuation. In order to acknowledge the good services of such
constables, they shall be promoted as Head Constables before superannuation in
accordance with the following procedure.
2
A Constable reaching superannuation shall be brought on Promotion List C-II on the
day falling six months prior to his/her superannuation.
3
A Constable so brought on C-II List shall be promoted as Head Constable (C-II) on
the day falling three months prior to his/her superannuation.
4
The District Head of Police or the other officer so authorized by the District Head of
Police shall maintain in his office a list of all eligible constables for promotion under these
guidelines.
5
These guidelines shall be widely circulated for the awareness of all constables so
that they are able to make applications for promotion in accordance with these guidelines.

(NASIR KHAN DURRANI)
Inspector General of Police
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar

No.3325-75/PPO Dated Peshawar 5th December 2013.
Copy for information and necessary action to:1. All Heads of Police Offices in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
9

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The Capital City Police Officer, Peshawar;
All Regional Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
All District Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
AIG Establishment with the direction to follow up the implementation of these
guidelines;
Director IT CPO Peshawar with the direction to email copy to all concerned;
PSO to IGP.

(MUBARAK ZEB) PSP
DIG Headquarters
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar
OFFICE OF THE
THE INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE
KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA
Central Police Office, Peshawar

Policy Guidelines: Transparency in Purchase and Procurement
PG-5/2013
1

Objective

The Central Police Office (CPO) of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Police Department annually
spends millions of rupees on purchase and procurement. It is highly important that the
process of purchase and procurement is in accordance with the Rules and Regulations,
transparent, credible and verifiable. To achieve these ends, it is deemed essential to
integrate in the process the input of other government and semi-government institutions.
Therefore, in order to ensure that the principles of transparency and financial
propriety are observed within the ambit of Rules and Regulations, the following guidelines
are issued to be followed in letter and spirit.
2
In case of purchase and procurement involving an amount of more than Rs. 5
Millions, the Technical Committee as well the Purchase Committee of CPO shall be
constituted in the manner mentioned below.
3
The Technical Committee:- In addition to the Police members, the Technical
Committee shall include, as per the relevant expertise, representatives of the following
government/ semi-government departments/institutions:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Pakistan Army;
Pakistan Air Force;
Information Technology Department, Government of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
Engineering University; and
National Telecommunications Corporation.
10

4
The Purchase Committee:- In addition to the Police members, the Purchase
Committee shall include, as per the relevant expertise, representatives of the following
government/ semi-government departments/institutions:
a)
b)
c)
d)

National Accountability Bureau;
Finance Department, Government of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
Home Department, Government of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Office of the Accountant General, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.

(NASIR KHAN DURRANI)
Inspector General of Police
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar

No.3444-52/PPO, Dated Peshawar 12th December 2013
Copy for information and necessary action to:1. The Addl: Inspector General of Police HQs: CPO Peshawar;
2. The Deputy Inspector General of Police HQs: CPO Peshawar;
3. The AIG Finance CPO, Peshawar;
4. Budget Officer, CPO Peshawar;
5. Registrar, CPO Peshawar.
6. Director IT CPO Peshawar with the direction to email copy to all concerned;
7. PSO to IGP.

(MUBARAK ZEB) PSP
DIG Headquarters
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar
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OFFICE OF THE
THE INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE
KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA
Central Police Office, Peshawar

Policy Guidelines: Allotment of Government Weapons to Police GOs
PG-7/2013
1

Objective
It has been observed that Government weapons have been allotted to Police
Officers without adopting proper SOP. In order to streamline the allotment of Government
weapons to Police Officers, these Guidelines are issued to be followed in letter and spirit,
without prejudice to Rules and Regulations on the subject for the time being in force.
2
Allotment of Weapon to Police Guzetted Officers:-The SP/DSP Headquarter in a
District and the Officer In-charge of a KOT in a Police Unit, not less than the rank of a DSP
(i.e. Frontier Reserve Police, Elite Police Force, Special Branch, and DCT) shall authorize
the allotment of weapons to Gazetted Officers (GO) of Police Department.
2.1
A weapon shall be allotted to a Gazetted Officer only from the KOT of a District or
that of a Police Unit where the officer is posted.
2.2
A Gazetted Officer shall be allotted only one small arm (pistol or revolver) on
his written request.
2.3
The Gazetted Officer shall personally sign the Weapon Acknowledgement
Receipt (WAR) and return it to the KOT In-charge who shall place the same in record.

2.4
In case an officer wishes to allot more than one weapons in his name due to special
circumstances, he shall submit an application to a committee to be constituted for this
12

purpose by the Addl: IG Headquarters. The committee shall submit its recommendations to
the Inspector General of Police for allotment of the additional weapon(s).
3
Return of Weapon by the GO:- A Gazetted Officer who has been allotted a
Government weapon shall return the weapon to his District/Unit prior to relinquishing charge
in the event of his transfer or retirement. The officer shall furnish a Return of Official
Weapon Certificate (ROWC) that shall be placed on record by the KOT In-charge.
3.1
The DSP In-charge of the KOT shall issue a clearance certificate following the return
of the weapon.
3.2
If the officer does not return the weapon allotted to him prior to transfer or retirement,
the SP/DSP In-charge of the KOT shall request him in writing for the return the weapon. A
copy of such letter shall be sent to the concerned RPO, the CCPO or the Head of Unit, as
the case may be.
3.3
In case the weapon is not returned by the Police Officer following a letter from the
Officer In-charge of the KOT, the concerned RPO, the CCPO or the Unit Head, as the case
may be, shall write to the Police Officer and ask him to return the weapon within a given
time.
3.4
In case the Police Officer fails to return the weapon within the time given, the RPO,
the CCPO or the Unit Head, as the case may be, shall report the matter to the Addl: IG
HQrs who shall initiate departmental/legal action against the Police Officer.
4
Monitoring and Reporting:- The District Head of Police or the Head of Police Unit,
as the case may be, shall send a monthly statement of all weapons allotted to Police
Officers to the AIG Logistics on the 10th day of each month.
4.1
The AIG Logistics shall maintain District-wise and Unit-wise record of all weapons
allocated to officers.
4.2

The AIG Logistics shall prepare and submit summaries of all such reports to the DIQ
Finance & Procurement by the 20th day of every month.
4.3
The DIG Finance & Procurement shall submit a quarterly summary to the Inspector
General of Police of the reports so received.

(NASIR KHAN DURRANI)
Inspector General of Police
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar

No.3471-3521/PPO, Dated Peshawar 16thDecember 2013
Copy for information and necessary action to:13

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

All Heads of Police Office;
All Heads of Police Offices;
The Capital City Police Officer Peshawar;
All Regional Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
All District Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
Director IT CPO with the direction to email copies to all concerned; and
PSO to IGP.

(MUBARAK ZEB) PSP
DIG Headquarters
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar

OFFICE OF THE
THE INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE
KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA
Central Police Office, Peshawar

Policy Guidelines: Working Paper on all New Projects/IGP’s Initiatives
PG-8/2014
1

Objective

The Police Department has initiated a number of new projects for improving the
working of the Police Department in a number of areas including, operations, investigations,
training, and establishment. The task of completing these projects has been assigned to the
respective DIGs at the CPO level. The Competent Authority has however taken a serious
note of the slow pace of these projects. In order to streamline the process, the following
instructions are issued to be followed in letter and spirit.
2.
The concerned DIG/AIG at the CPO shall be Project Manager for the respective
project.
3.
The Project Manager shall, as a first step, formulate a “Working Paper” for each
project shall have the following FIVE essential parts.
a)

Part 1- Why is the project needed?
This part shall cover the following:
i. Justification;
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ii.
iii.
b)

Aims and objectives;
Anticipated output.

Part 2- What are the project components?
This part shall cover the following:
iv.
Infrastructure requirements;
v.
Manpower requirements;
vi.
Equipment requirements;
vii.
Recurring expenditure;
viii.
Software requirements;
ix.
Consultancy requirements, if any:
x.
Source of funding; or
xi.
Other requirements.

c)

Part 3- Where is the project needed?
This part shall cover the following:
xii.
Location of the project;
xiii.
Justification of the location;
xiv.
Availability of land;
xv.
Cost of land, if applicable.

d)

Part 4- How will the project be implemented/completed?
This part shall cover the following:
xvi.
List of the Actions that need to be performed;
xvii.
Offices/Officers responsible for carrying out the listed
actions;
xviii.
Supervision and reporting mechanism of the project.

e)

Part 5- When will the project start and when will it end?
This part shall cover the following:
xix.
Start date of the project;
xx.
Completion date;
xxi.
Project cycle.

f)

Any other aspect.

4.
The Project Manager shall hold periodic meetings with all stakeholders/actors; carry
out regular reviews and inspections and remove bottlenecks.
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5.
The Project Manager shall report progress of the project to the Inspector General of
Police every Monday.

(NASIR KHAN DURRANI)
Inspector General of Police
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar
No.1762-80/PPO, Dated Peshawar 5th March 2014.

Copy for information and necessary action to:1. All Heads of Police Units;
2. The Addl: IGPs of Headquarters, Investigations, Special Branch, Operations, FRP,
and Elite Force;
3. The DIGs of Headquarters, Finance & Procurement, Training, Police Complaints and
Internal Accountability and Operations;
4. The AIGs of Finance, Establishment, Logistics, and Legal;
5. Director IT with the directions to email copies to all concerned; and
6. PSO to IGP.

(MUBARAK ZEB) PSP
DIG Headquarters
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar

OFFICE OF THE
THE INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE
KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA
Central Police Office, Peshawar

Policy Guidelines:
Provision of Police as Guards on Payment to Government Institutions/Private Bodies
PG-9/2014
1

Objective

Different Districts and Police Units have provided a large number of police personnel
for guard duties on payment to Government institutions, banks, corporate bodies, projects
and private persons. Presently, police personnel have been provided to a number of Federal
Government institutions including NHA, WAPDA, Pakistan Railways, OGDCL, SNGPL, PTV,
Radio Pakistan, IB and private bodies/financial institutions including National Bank, State
Bank of Pakistan, MOL, DESCON as well as private individuals.
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In order to streamline this practice in accordance with Article 30(3) of Police Order
2002, Police Rules 2:11 and Police Rules 10:21 and 10:22, these guidelines are issued to
be followed in letter and spirit.
2
Contract Agreement:- The Head of District Police or the Head of a Police Unit, as
the case may be, shall sign an agreement with the hiring agency/person as per the
specimen agreement given in Annexure-I. The agreement so signed shall be submitted for
approval to the DIG Headquarters before implementation.
2.1
It shall be the responsibility of the District Head of Police or the Head of Police Unit,
as the case may be, to ensure that the terms and conditions of the agreement as provided
in the specimen are followed and observed by both parties.
2.2
Those Heads of District Police or the Heads of Police Units who have already
provided police personnel on payment to any agency/private body/institution shall renew
contract agreements with the hiring agencies in accordance with the specimen agreement
given in Annexure-I.
3
Remitting the Costs Received from Hiring Agency in Treasury:- The Head of
District Police or the Head of Police Unit, as the case may be, shall remit within one week,
the costs received from the hiring party in accordance with the agreement, into the
Government Treasury, under intimation to the DIG Finance.
3.2
The DIG Finance shall be responsible to maintain a separate register of accounts
and submit consolidated quarterly reports to the Inspector General of Police on the state of
provision of police as guards on payment and the costs received against such deployment.

(NASIR KHAN DURRANI)
Inspector General of Police
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar

No.11494-550/PPO, Dated Peshawar 12th June 2014
Copy for information and necessary action to:1. All Heads of Police Units in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
2. The Capital City Police Officer Peshawar;
3. All RPOs in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
4. The DIGs of Headquarters, Finance & Procurement, Training, Police Complaints and
Internal Accountability and Operations;
5. All DPOs in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
6. The AIGs of Finance, Establishment, Logistics, and Legal;
7. Director IT, CPO with the direction to email scanned copy to all concerned;
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8.

PSO to IGP.

(MUBARAK ZEB) PSP
DIG Headquarters
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar

Annexure-I

SPECIMEN
CONTRACT AGREEMENT
BETWEEN
DISTRICT HEAD OF POLICE (Name of District)/Head of Police Unit
AND
(Name of Head of Company/Institution Hiring Police on Payment)
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(The name designation and address of head of office of the company, firm, institution,
corporate body, private person hiring police on payment) hereinafter called Party-One;
And
The District Police Officer (Name of District) on behalf of Police Department hereinafter
called Party-Two;
This agreement is reached between and signed in the presence of witnesses by both
parties today on (Date) in pursuance of the request of Party-one for the Provision of police
personnel against payment to be provided by Party-Two under the terms of Article 30(3) of
Police Order 2002 read with Police Rules 2:11 and Police Rules 10:21 & 10:22.
Responsibilities of Party-One (The hiring agency)
Party-One shall be required and responsible to:
1. Request the Head of District Police/Head of Police Unit, in writing and requisition
(details of police strength, rank-wise) for hiring as guards on payment for a period of
_____________ to ______________.
2. Pay in advance an amount of Rs. ________ on account of the costs/fees of Pays
and Allowances, contribution towards compensation in case of death or injury and
ammunition charges of the above personnel for the period specified in section 1
above;
3. Pay in advance the costs of Pays and Allowances, contribution towards
compensation in case of death or injury and ammunition charges of the police
strength in case of extension, the request of which shall be submitted well in
advance before the completion of the initial period;
4. Provide adequate lodging to the requisitioned police personnel, and provide
transport, POL and logistics to the requisitioned police personnel for
operational/security duties;
5. Clearly specify and intimate to Party Two in writing its operational area, which shall in
no case fall outside the boundaries of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
6. Seek prior approval of Party Two in case police strength is required to be deployed
by Party One outside the specified operational area;
7. Deploy police personnel, in consultation with Party-Two, to guard the installations
and assets belonging to Party-One and to provide security to the staff of Party-One
during the performance of duty.
Responsibilities of Party–Two (District Head of Police/Head of Police Unit)
Party-Two will be responsible to:
8. Provide to Party-One the police strength so requisitioned for the period specified;
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9. Provide the requisite arms and ammunition, uniform and communication equipment
needed for the effective performance of duty;
10. Issue SOP for the performance of duties by the police strength so provided;
11. Provide replacement of personnel who proceed on long leave or are recalled on
disciplinary or administrative grounds.
General Terms and Condition
12. Party-One will pay to Party-Two the amount so worked out at least one month in
advance of the deployment of police strength;
13. Party-Two will deposit, without and delay, the amount received from Party-One in the
Government Treasury in the relevant account under intimation to the DIG Finance &
Procurement;
14. Party-Two will withdraw the police strength without notice in case Party-One fails to
deposit in advance the amount due on account of extension of police deployment;
15. In case any party to this agreement intends to terminate the agreement, one-month
notice to the same effect shall be served on the other party.
This agreement in signed in the presence of witnesses on ________________ (date).

Party One
(Name, Designation and address
of the hiring agency)

Party Two
Head of District Police
(Name of District)

Witness
Name: _______________________
CNIC: __________________________

Witness
Name: ____________________
CNIC: ____________________

Approved by
DIG Headquarters
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Police
OFFICE OF THE
THE INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE
KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA
Central Police Office, Peshawar

Policy Guidelines: Appointment of Addl SHO(Security) in all Urban Police Stations
PG-10/2014
20

1

Objective:
The recent attack by militants on APS Peshawar is a manifestation of the change in
tactics of terrorists, now attacking soft targets with the objective of achieving maximum
civilian casualties. The present circumstances warrant a strong emphasis on security aspect
for thwarting the evil designs of terrorists.
In order to achieve the above said goals, Provincial Government has enacted the
following laws on the request of KP Police:
i. Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Restriction of Rented Building (Security) Act 2014
ii. Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Hotels Restriction of (Security) Act 2014
iii. Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Sensitive and Vulnerable Establishments and Places (Security)
Ordinance 2014
Given the present security situation and the passage of these laws, it is imperative to
have a dedicated responsible officer in each police station with the mandate of ensuring the
implementation of these laws and any other directions issued from time to time.
2
Posting of Addl: SHO (Security):- All Heads of District Police shall ensure the
appointment of an officer not below the rank of Sub Inspector as Addl: SHO (Security) in
each urban police station.
3
Support Staff for Addl: SHO (Security):- All Addl: SHOs (Security) shall be
provided with sufficient number of literate support staff to assist them in the performance of
their duties. Similarly, as far as possible, Addl SHOs (Security) shall be provided with a
separate desk/room/hall within the police station for their smooth functioning.
4
Duties of Addl SHO (Security):- Addl SHO (Security), under the direct supervision
of the SHO and SDPO concerned shall be responsible for the performance of following
tasks:
i. Ensure the implementation of the three said laws
ii. Follow up of the directions issued in consequence of threat alerts and
iii. Comply with any other directions related to security issues issued from time to time
iii.1

Specific details of the tasks to be performed are as under:

4.2

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Restriction of Rented Buildings (Security) Act 2014:
a)
b)
c)
d)

d).2

Identification of rental properties not yet registered under the new laws;
On-ground verification of tenants as per the declarations made in Tenant
Information Form (TIF);
Identification of suspects and their verification from the tenant record;
Maintenance of tenant record.

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Hotels Restriction (Security) Act 2014:
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a)

b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

h)
i)
j)
k)

Ensure that all hotels, sarais, motels and rest houses located in the
jurisdiction of the police station are registered and issued Hotel
Acknowledgement Receipt (HAR) after completion of the prescribed
procedure
Ensure the Maintenance of a separate folder for every Hotel registered with
the police. The folder so maintained shall contain:
Application for Hotel Acknowledgement Receipt
Hotel Acknowledgement Receipt
List of guests and their particulars residing in the hotel on a daily basis
Examine the guest list furnished by hotels on daily basis, identify the
suspects and advise SHO for their checking
Carry out regular inspections of the hotels to ensure that the guests are
allowed to stay only after the fulfillment of following four requirements as per
law:
Verification of the guests through NADRA VERISYS system
Checking of guests luggage
Recording and maintaining the particulars and photographs of the guests as
per the requirements of Guest Registration Form (GRF)
Undertaking legal action under Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Hotels Restriction
(Security) Act 2014 against the hotels failing to comply with the directions.

k).3 Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Sensitive and Vulnerable Establishments and Places
(Security) Ordinance 2014:
a)
b)

c)
d)

Maintenance of SVEP register as directed in OG-19/201
Ensure the inspection of sensitive and vulnerable places personally and by
beat officers and SHOs as per the directions issued vide OG-19/2014 and
OG-24/2014
Compilation of observations made by inspection officers after
inspecting the sensitive and vulnerable establishments and places
Personally undertaking or ensuring that the inspecting officers undertake
legal action against the establishments and places failing to make
appropriate security arrangements as per the provisions of law

d).4 Follow Up of Directions Issued in Consequence of Threat Alerts:
a)

Categorize every threat alert in one the following categories:

Threat against Person

Threat against Place/Establishment

Threat against Event

General Threat
4.6
Maintenance of dedicated register to monitor the implementation and follow up of
directions issued in OG-4/2014 for dealing with a threat alert. The dedicated register shall
be further divided into four sections each pertaining to one the above-mentioned four
categories.
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4.7
A separate page in the relevant section of the register shall be earmarked for each
threat alert. On the earmarked page, the original threat shall be attached along with the
entry of directions issued and fortnightly implementation status of the directions
4.8
In addition to the specific directions issued vide OG-4/2014 for governing police
response in case of a threat alert; the following actions shall also be undertaken whenever a
threat alert is received:
4.9

Against Person:
a)
b)
c)

d)
e)

Written recommendation by DPO for issuance of arms license to person
under threat
Written recommendation by DPO for issuance of arms retainer permit to
person under threat
Written permission by DPO for allowing the person under threat to use three
to four different registration numbers for his/her vehicle. The permission shall
be issued only with the signatures of DPO
Advise the threatened person to avoid un-necessary movement
Advise the threatened person to use different routes

4.10 Addl SHO (Security) shall be responsible to ensure that the recommendations from
DPO office are issued and placed in the Threat Alerts Register. Furthermore, Addl SHO
(Security) shall also ensure that the threatened person is advised about the above
mentioned advisories by the SHO and himself.
4.11

Threat Against Place/Establishment:
a)
b)
c)
d)

e)

Inspect the security arrangements made by the place/establishment
Issue security advisory to the management of the place/establishment if the
security arrangements are not satisfactory
Re-inspect the place within seven days to ensure implementation of the
directions issued in security advisory
Undertake legal action under Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Sensitive and Vulnerable
Establishments and Places (Security) against the management of the
threatened establishment/place if the directions issued in the security
advisory are not complied with
Local police to plan and undertake search operation in the vicinity of the
place under threat

4.11 Addl SHO (Security) shall ensure that the inspection, issuance of security advisory in
case of insufficient security arrangements and re-inspection is carried out both by him and
the SHO concerned. He shall also advise the SHO to undertake search operation in the
vicinity of the place under threat.
4.12 Monitor the progress of local police for each threat alert and advice SHO in instances
where the Operational staff is failing to comply with the directions issued here and in in
OG-4/2014.
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4.13 Fortnightly review of every threat alert and the action taken thereof by the local
police as per the directions issued during the fortnight
5.
Supervision:- The Addl SHO (Security) shall work under the direct supervision of
the SHO and SDPO concerned. The concerned SHO and SDPO shall be responsible to
undertake periodic review of the work done by Addl SHO (Security) to ensure
implementation of the above-mentioned directions.
6.
Monitoring and Reporting:- A monthly progress report of action taken by police
under KP Restriction of Rented Building (Security) Act 2014; KP Hotels Restriction
(Security) Act 2014; KP Security of Sensitive and Vulnerable Establishments and Places
(Security) Ordinance 2014 and a fortnightly progress report of actions taken by police for
every threat alert shall be sent by all Head of District Police to Addl IG OPS in accordance
with the Proformas attached as Annexure-A.

(NASIR KHAN DURRANI)
Inspector General of Police
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar

No.20167-21210/PPO, Dated Peshawar 31stDecember 2014
Copy for information and necessary action to:
1. All Heads of Police Offices;
2. The Addl IG Operations Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
3. The Addl IG Special Branch Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
4. The Capital City Police Officer;
5. All Regional Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
6. All District Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
7. Director IT with the direction to email copies to all concerned; and
8. PSO to IGP

(M. SOHAIB ASHRAF) PSP
PSO to IGP
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar
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OFFICE OF THE
THE INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE
KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA
Central Police Office, Peshawar

Policy Guidelines: Establishment of Data Record Management Unit (DRMU)
PG-11/2014
1.

Introduction
In pursuance of its vision to fashion itself along modern scientific lines to

combat the menace of crime and terrorism effectively, during the past year, Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa police has undertaken a number of technology based initiatives. These
include geo-tagging of crime and criminals; digitization of criminal record; digitization of
personnel record; computerization of tenant record; computerization of hotel record and
launching of effective IT based checking tools like Criminal record Verification System
(CRVS), Identity Verification System (IVS) and Vehicle Verification System (VVS). With
the passage of KP Restriction of Rented Buildings (Security) Act 2014; KP Hotels
Restriction (Security) Act 2014; KP Sensitive and Vulnerable Establishments and Places
(Security) Act 2015, the police will also be moving towards computerizing the record of
rental properties and tenants, record of all hotels and guests living therein and the
particulars/inspection details of every sensitive and vulnerable establishment (SVEPs) in
the province, record of rental properties and tenants and record of all hotels and guests.
2.

Objective
The objective for having the Data Record Management Unit (DRMU) is to

have a sustainable mechanism for digitization of data & its scientific analysis enabling
police to formulate strategies for achieving its goals & objectives in a professional
manner.
3.

Establishment of DRMU

The DRMU shall be established in the

office of every District Police Officer (DPO). The DPOs shall be responsible for the
establishment and smooth functioning of the unit.

4.

Sections of DRMU
A DRMU shall comprise of the following sections:
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5.

Functions of DRMU
5.1

5.5

5.6

The functions of various sections of DRMU are as under:
FIR Input Section


Real time digitization of FIRs on daily basis



Validation of the data entered

Tenant & Hotel Section


Digitization of the tenant record provided for in Tenant Information
Form (TIFs)



Digitization of Hotel details provided in Hotel Registration Forms
(HRFs)



Ensure provision of guest lists from hotels on daily basis through
e-mail



Monitoring the digital reports of tenant verification by SDPOs



Monitoring the digital reports of hotel checking by SDPOs

Geo-Tagging Section



Monitoring the quality of pictures taken during geo-tagging of crime
scenes



Plotting the hot spot trends for crime
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Ensuring the provision of geo-tagging in crimes warranting
geo-tagging

5.7

5.8

Vulnerable Areas Section



Maintaining the list of all SVEPs in district



Digitization of the SVEP register maintained in DPO office



Monitoring the digital inspection reports of SVEPs by SDPOs

Personnel Section


5.9

Maintaining the service and personal record of police personnel

CRVS/IVS/VVS Monitoring Section:



Monitoring and reporting the progress of CRVS, IVS and VVS in the
district to the DPO on daily basis

6.

Infrastructure & Material Requirements of DRMU
Following are the infrastructural and material requirements of DRMU that
shall be provided for by the head of district police:

7.




A minimum of 10 computer systems with all accessories
DSL connection of 8 MB



UPS for each computer



Computer laser printer (02 NOs)

Supervision
A computer literate officer of the rank of Sub Inspector or Inspector shall be

posted as incharge of the DRMU. Incharge of DRMU shall work under the direct
supervision of the head of district police.
Head of the district police shall also be responsible for providing the unit with 20
computer operators or computer literate lower subordinates for running the affairs of
each section of the unit.
8.

Monitoring and Reporting
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Every head of the district police shall be responsible to forward the progress
report of the DRMU of his district as per the enclosed format on monthly basis to the
Director IT CPO and Addl IG OPS. The monthly report shall reach the said offices no
later than 7th of each month.

(NASIR KHAN DURRANI)
Inspector General of Police
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar

No.21211-260/PPO, Dated Peshawar 31st December, 2014
Copy for information and necessary action to:
1. All Heads of Police Offices;
2. The Capital City Police Officer;
3. All Regional Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
4. All District Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
5. Director IT with the direction to email copies to all concerned; and

(M. SOHAIB ASHRAF) PSP
PSO to IGP
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar

Annexure-A
Digitization of FIR/Criminal Record
Total No of FIRs Registered
During the Month

Total No of FIRs Digitized
During the Month

Total No of Digital FIRs
Validated During the Month

KP Restriction of Rented Building (Security) Act 2014
Total No of Rental Properties
Registered with police since
the enforcement of law

Total No of TIF
Forms digitized
since the
enforcement of law

Total No of Rental
Properties registered
with police During the
month

KP Hotels Restriction (Security) Act 2014
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Total No of TIF Forms
digitized during the
month

Total No of Hotels
Registered with police since
the enforcement of law

Total No of Hotels
whose details have
been computerized

Total No of Hotels
Registered with police
During the month

Total No of Hotels
whose details have been
computerized during the
month

Geo-Tagging of Crime and Criminals
No of Cases warranting geo-tagging reported during the
month

No of cases geo-tagged during the month

CRVS/IV/VVS
No of CRVS
hits during
the month

No of criminals/Pos
arrested through
CRVS during the
month

No of VVS hits
during the
month

No of fake,
bogus or stolen
vehicles
detained during
the month

PART – II
OPERATIONAL GUIDELNES (OGs)
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No of IVS hits
during the
month

No of persons
with fake CNICs
or on watch list
arrested/detained
during the month
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OFFICE OF THE
THE INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE
KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA
Central Police Office, Peshawar

Operational Guidelines: Security Inspections of Police Establishments
OG-1/2013
1

Objective

The recent pattern of attacks as well as intelligence reports indicate that police
officers and police establishments are presently the prime targets of terrorist attacks. It is
therefore important that all District Police Officers shall have detailed SOP in place to deal
with the threat. In this regard, these guidelines are issued.
2
Formulation of SOPs for the security of Police Establishments:- Each District
shall have two SOPs for the security of police establishments. One SOP shall be formulated
for the prevention of attacks on police establishments. The second SOP shall deal with the
situation in the event of attack. Both the SOPs shall clearly spell out the actions and
responsibilities in each situation.
2.1
A Sub-divisional Police Officer (SDPO), in consultation with the concerned SHOs,
shall formulate both the SOPs covering all police establishments, including Police Stations,
Police Lines, SDPO, DPO and RPO Offices and Police Posts.
2.2
The SOPs shall be issued after approval of the Head of District Police. Copies of the
SOPs shall be sent to Add: IG Operations through the respective RPOs.
2.3
Any laxity found in the security measures shall be the responsibility the concerned
SHO, SDPO and DPO and the same will reflected in their Dossiers for the purpose of PERs
(performance Evaluation Reports).
3
Monthly Rehearsal in accordance with SOPs:- Each SDPO shall conduct of a
monthly rehearsal of security measures in accordance with the SOP. The SDPO’s monthly
rehearsal shall cover each establishment under his command separately. The SDPO shall
report to DPO the progress of these rehearsals regularly.
3.1
Each DPO, SSP Operations in case of Peshawar, shall conduct a quarterly review of
the SOPs. The DPO reviews shall be scheduled in such a way that the SOPs and security
measures adopted for each police establishment is covered at least once in three months.
3.2
During the process of the review, the DPO, SSP Operations in case of Peshawar,
shall also personally witness the rehearsals conducted in accordance with the SOPs.
3.3
The Regional Police Officers, CCPO in case of Peshawar, shall carry out periodic
surprise inspections to review the implementation of the SOPs.
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4

Reporting:- Each Head of District Police shall send a Monthly Security Inspection
Report to the Addl: IG Operations by the 7th day of each month.
4.1
The Monthly Security Inspections Reports shall be sent to C.P.O. on the enclosed
format.

(NASIR KHAN DURRANI)
Inspector General of Police
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar

No.2436-90/PPO, Dated Peshawar 25th October 2013
Copy for information and necessary action to:1. All Heads of Police Offices;
2. The Capital City Police Officer, Peshawar;
3. All Regional Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
4. All District Police Officers;
5. Director IT with the direction of to email copies to all concerned; and
6. PSO to IGP.

(MUBARAK ZEB) PSP
DIG Headquarters
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar

2

District ________________________
For the Month of ________________________
Monthly Report
SECURITY INSPECTION OF POLICE ESTABLISHMENTS
S .
No

Name of
Police
Establishmen
t

Date of
Inspection
by the SDPO
with
comments

Date of
Inspection
by the DPO
with
comments

Surprise
Inspection by
the RPO with
comments

Short-comings/R
emarks

District Police Officer
___________________
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OFFICE OF THE
THE INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE
KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA
Central Police Office, Peshawar

Operational Guidelines: Forensic Examination of Mobile Data
OG-2/2013
1

Objective
Forensic analysis of mobile phones used by criminals is significantly important for
crime prevention and detection. For this purpose, the following guidelines are issued.
2
In order to get information about their associates, the mobile phones of the criminals
apprehended by police shall be taken into custody for forensic analysis through proper legal
procedure.
3
The details of the Phone Book, Call Log (Dialled Numbers, Received Calls and
Missed Calls) and Contact List of the mobile phone shall be promptly recorded manually and
kept on the case file.
4
During interrogation, the accused person shall be confronted and examined about
his contacts/connections stored in his mobile set.
5
The Investigating Officer shall verify if the mobile number in possession of the
accused is also registered in his own name or not. The Investigating Officer can do this
verification by sending the CNIC number of the accused through a text message (SMS) on
668 from any mobile phone.
6
In case of serious cases, the mobile phone’s Call Data Record (CDR) shall be
obtained through the Regional Police Officer or IB.
7
The Head of District Police shall establish a small set up in his office, staffed by
computer literate officers, for assisting the Investigating Officers in the collection and
analysis of phone data.
8
The District Police Officer shall arrange a one-day workshop for the training of all
Investigating Officers in handling the mobile phone data.

(NASIR KHAN DURRANI)
Inspector General of Police
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar

4

No.2552-2610/PPO, Dated Peshawar 25th October 2013
Copy for information and necessary action to:1. All Heads of Police Offices;
2. Addl: IG Investigations Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Peshawar;
3. The Capital City Police Officer, Peshawar;
4. All Regional Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
5. All DIGs Investigations in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
6. All District Police Officers;
7. All SPs Investigations in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
8. Director IT with the direction to email copies to all concerned;
9. PSO to IGP.

(MUBARAK ZEB) PSP
DIG Headquarters
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar
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OFFICE OF THE
THE INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE
KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA
Central Police Office, Peshawar

Operational Guidelines: Security of Police Check-posts
OG-3/2013
1

Objective

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Police have rendered matchless sacrifices in their fight against
terrorists. Hundreds of police officers have laid down their lives in protecting the lives of the
people of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. In some cases however, police sustained losses that could
have been averted with better preparedness. The current security challenges warrant
extreme care and vigilance; strict application of SOPs issued for the protection of the force
from time to time and constant supervision by the supervisory officers.
It has been noted with great concern that police officers, particularly those deployed
on check-posts, are extremely vulnerable to terrorist attacks. Since the protection of police
personnel deployed on duty is a matter of paramount importance, these guidelines are
hereby issued to be followed in letter and spirit.
2
Personal protection gear, which must include bullet proof vest and bullet proof
helmet, shall be part of standard field uniform for all field duties which must include
2.1
Field duties for the purpose of these guidelines shall include duties on check-posts,
mobile patrolling, police raids, guard duties..
9.2
The Muharrar of the concerned Police Station, Police Lines or Police Post, as the
case may be, shall ensure that complete personal protection gear is provided to all police
officers dispatched for the field duties. Muharrar shall inspect the gear of each officer before
dispatching him/her for duty. A report to the same effect shall be entered in daily diary.
3
Establishment of standard pickets for the protection of police personnel:- Each
Police Post and permanent check-posts shall have a picket properly secured with brick
walls, HESCO bags and/or sand bags. The pickets erected on roadside shall use all or a
combination of these materials to provide maximum cover to police personnel in case of
attacks with explosives.
3.1
A permanent check-post shall consist of 1-6 personnel at the minimum. The strength
shall be divided into a stopping party, a search party and a covering party.
3.2
The picket-point shall also have a mobile/rider party to intercept and pursue violators
or attackers. Police Station mobiles/QRF units shall immediately respond to calls for help
from these Picket-points. Police control room shall maintain a log mentioning the response
time of support units.
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3.3
The picket shall also have a roof cover or umbrella. Picket-points shall be provided
with water-coolers and torchlights. Preferably, the area of and around the picket-point shall
be well lit.
3.4
Each picket point shall be provided with sufficient number of barriers; boards and
hand-held racket with stop signs; speed breakers, etc. for slowing down or stopping traffic
for checking.
3.5

Each check-postand picket-point shall have wireless connectivity.

4
Supervisory officers shall be responsible for the proper functioning of the
police check-posts and picket-points.
4.1
SDPO and SHO concerned shall be held responsible for failure to implement
these instructions. Particularly, failure to implement the instructions related to the
use of bulletproof vests and helmets, leading to loss of life or injury to police
personnel, shall not be tolerated.
4.2
The Head of District Police shall be responsible to design and set-up picket-points in
the light of these instructions.
5

General Instructions

5.1

Personal protection gear shall not be removed at anytime while on field duty.

5.2
No officer shall carry or use mobile phone while deployed on duties mentioned
above. Each Police officer shall deposit his mobile phones with the Muharrar before leaving
his Police Station, Police Lines or Police Post, as the case may be, for duty.
5.3
The concerned Muharrar shall make suitable arrangements, with the approval of
officer in-charge of the concerned establishment, for the collection and safekeeping of
mobile phonesof police officers deployed on duties mentioned above.
5.4
Police officers deployed on check-posts shall not gather openly for meals while they
are on duty. Also, at least two policemen shall stand on guard during meal brakes.

(NASIR KHAN DURRANI)
Inspector General of Police
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar
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No.2611-66/PPO, Dated Peshawar 28th October 2013
Copy for information and necessary action to:1. All Heads of Police Offices;
2. The Capital City Police Officer, Peshawar;
3. All Regional Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
4. All District Police Officers.
5. Director IT, CPO Peshawar with the direction to email scanned copy to all
concerned;
6. PSO to IGP.

(MUBARAK ZEB) PSP
DIG Headquarters
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar
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OFFICE OF THE
THE INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE
KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA
Central Police Office, Peshawar

Operational Guidelines: SOP in Case of Threat Alerts
OG-4/2013
1.

Objective
A large number of threat alerts are issued by different agencies from time to time,
mentioning terrorists’ threats to persons, buildings, public places and events. In order to
adopt appropriate measures in this regard, the following guidelines are issued to be followed
in letter and spirit.
2.

Procedure in case of threat to a building.

2.1
On receiving a threat to a building, the SDPO and SHO concerned shall immediately
inform the owner/management of the building about the threat received.
2.2
The SDPO and SHO shall visit the building and review the security measures
adopted by the owner/management of the building.
2.3
The SDPO and SHO shall issue in writing a security advisory to the
owner/management of the building.
2.4
The security advisory shall clearly spell out the actions required to be taken by the
owner/management of the building.
2.5
The SDPO and SHO shall adopt appropriate measures to support the security
arrangements put in place by the owners/management of the building.
2.6
A report to the same effect shall be entered by the SDPO and SHO in Daily Diary
and a copy thereof shall be sent to the Head of District Police.
3.

Procedure in case of threat to a person.

3.1
On receiving a threat to a person, the SDPO and SHO concerned shall immediately
inform and sensitize the person about the threat.
3.2
The SDPO and SHO shall advise the person to restrict his/her un-necessary
movements and keep his/her movement plan confidential.
3.3
The SDPO and SHO shall advise the person to adopt reasonable security measures,
including target hardening of his/her premises and arrangement of security guards with
licensed weapons in accordance with law and rules.
3.4
The SDPO and SHO shall, keeping in view the level of threat, take appropriate
measures to support the security arrangements adopted by the person concerned.
3.5
A report to the same effect shall be entered by the SHO in Daily Diary and a copy
thereof shall be sent to the Head of District Police.
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4.

Procedure in case of threat to an event or public place.

4.1
On receiving a threat alert to a public event or place, the threat shall be circulated to
all concerned through police wireless control along with the particulars of the likely
attackers, if known
4.2

The SHO concerned shall visit the spot and review the security arrangements.

4.3
The Head of District Police shall adopt appropriate security measures, including
deployment of sufficient number of police personnel, for the protection of the place or event.
4.4
The Head of District Police shall issue orders in writing to all SDPOs and SHOs to
carry out search operation against the likely attackers in the general area, including the
following:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
4.5

Hotels and sarais;
Rented buildings;
All entry and exit points of the District;
All entry and exit points of cities/towns;
Public transport;
Bus stands; and
Other relevant places/premises, etc.

Particular attention shall be paid to the checking of Masajid and Madaris.

4.6
A report to the same effect shall be entered by the SHO in Daily Diary and a copy
thereof be sent to the Head of District Police.
5.
The District Police Officer, SSP Operations in case of Peshawar, shall maintain a
register of all advisories issued in pursuance of these guidelines.
6.
The District Police Officer shall send a report in respect of each threat alert,
mentioning all the steps taken in pursuance of these guidelines, to the DIG Operations
through the respective RPO.
7.
The Capital City Police Officer Peshawar and the Regional Police Officers shall send
a consolidated monthly report on the measures adopted in pursuance of these guidelines to
the Addl: IG Operations C.P.O. Peshawar, on every 5th day of the month.
8.
The DIG Operations shall compile a summary of all reports so received from the
RPOs and submit the same, along with his observations and recommendations, to the
Inspector General of Police on the 10th day of every month.

(NASIR KHAN DURRANI)
Inspector General of Police
10

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar

No.2792-2852/PPO, Dated Peshawar 30th October 2013
Copy for information and necessary action to:1. All Heads of Police Offices;
2. The Capital City Police Officer, Peshawar;
3. All Regional Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
4. All District Police Officers.
5. Director IT CPO with the direction to email scanned copy to all concerned,
6. PSO to IGP.

(MUBARAK ZEB) PSP
DIG Headquarters
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar
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OFFICE OF THE
THE INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE
KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA
Central Police Office, Peshawar

Operational Guidelines: Surprise Visits of Police Stations
OG-5/2013
1.

Objective
It has been observed with great concern that supervisory officers do not maintain a
strict watch on the affairs of Police Stations and Police Posts. Basic performance and
discipline standards are being flouted routinely. Recently, the undersigned conducted a
surprise visit of a Police Post located very close to the boundary of Tribal Area and found 18
policemen absent from duty for more than 2 months. This is something that needs
immediate attention of Heads of District Police and SDPOs.
Surprise visits by the supervisory officers are a useful tool to improve performance of
Police Stations and Police Posts. The following guidelines are issued in this regard to be
followed in letter and spirit.
2.
Surprise Visits of Police Stations shall be carried out by supervisory officers
as per the following schedule.
2.1
The Sub-divisional Police Officer (SDPO) shall carry out Surprise Visits in such a
manner that each Police Station and Police Post under his command is visited at least twice
every month.
2.2
The District Police Officer, SSP Operations in case of Peshawar, shall carry out
Surprise Visits in such a manner that each Police Station and Police Post in his District is
visited at least once every three months.
2.3
The Capital City Police Officer Peshawar, or a Regional Police officer, as the case
may be, shall carry out Surprise Visits of at least two Police Stations in the area of his
jurisdiction every month.
3.

The visiting officer shall inspect the following aspects during Surprise Visits.
a)
b)
c)
d)

Security arrangements of the premises;
Parade state (attendance of staff/availability on duty) of the strength placed
at the disposal of Police Station/Police Post;
Tidiness/cleanliness of the building and appearance of the on-duty staff;
State of lock up, ensuring that all the inmates of the lock up are accounted
for;
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e)

Case property vehicles (including un-claimed vehicles) parked on the
premises of Police Station, ensuring that all such vehicles are accounted for
and duly mentioned in register No. 19.

4.
The visiting officers shall brief the Police Station/Police Post staff on the
guidelines and orders issued by the IGP from time to time and issue directions for the
implementation of the same.
5.

Reporting of the Surprise Visits.

5.1
Each Surprise Visit shall be entered in the Daily Diary by the visiting officer himself
and a copy thereof shall be sent to the Head District of Police.
5.2
The Head of District Police shall take action on the observations/ recommendations
made the SDPO.
5.3

The Head of District Police shall send a monthly report, in case of DPOs through the
respective RPO, to the Addl: IG Operations C.P.O. Peshawar by 7th day of each month on
the attached format.
5.4
The DIG Operations shall compile a summary of all Surprise Visit Reports (SVRs)
received from the CCPO/RPOs and submit the same, along with his observations and
recommendations, to the Inspector General of Police on 15th day of every month.

(NASIR KHAN DURRANI)
Inspector General of Police
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar

No.2731-2791/PPO, Dated Peshawar 30th October 2013
Copy for information and necessary action to:1. All Heads of Police Offices;
2. The Capital City Police Officer, Peshawar;
3. All Regional Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
4. All District Police Officers.
5. Director IT, C.P.O. Peshawar with the direction to email scanned copy to all
concerned.

(MUBARAK ZEB) PSP
DIG Headquarters
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar
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District ________________________
For the Month of ________________________
Monthly Report
SURPRISE VISITS OF POLICE STATIONS/POLICE POSTS
S .
No

Name of
Police Station/
Police Post

Date of Visit
by the SDPO
with DD No.

Date of Visit by
the DPO with
DD No.

Observations/
Recommendation
s made by the
Visiting Officer

Action
Taken
by the
DPO

District Police Officer
_______________________
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OFFICE OF THE
THE INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE
KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA
Central Police Office, Peshawar

Operational Guidelines: Informal Inspections of Police Stations
OG-6/2013
1.

Objective
Informal Inspections are a requirement that must be fulfilled by the supervisory
officers regularly. Informal Inspections conducted on regular basis can help a great deal in
improving efficiency and effectiveness of police. The following guidelines are issued in this
regard to be followed in letter and spirit.
2.
Informal Inspections of Police Stations shall be carried out by the supervisory
officers as per the following schedule.
2.1
The Sub-divisional Police Officer (SDPO) shall carry out Informal Inspections in such
a manner that he inspects each Police Station under his command at least once every
month.
2.2
The District Police Officer, SSP Operations in case of Peshawar, shall carry out one
Informal Inspection in such a manner that he inspects each Police Station in the District at
least once every three months.
2.3
The CCPO, or an RPO, as the case may be, shall carry out Informal Inspections of
at least two Police Stations in his area of jurisdiction every month.
3.

The following aspects shall be inspected during the Informal Inspections.

3.1
Security of Premises:- The officer shall review the security arrangements of the
premises.
3.2
Follow-Up:- The officer shall review the follow-up action taken in the light of last
Informal Inspection as well as the last Surprise Visit.
3.3
Parade State, Tidiness and Appearance:- The officer shall check the parade state
of the staff, the tidiness/cleanliness of the building and the appearance of the on-duty staff.
3.4
State of Lock Up:- The officer shall inspect the lock up and shall ensure that all the
inmates of the lock up are accounted for.
3.5
FIR Index:- The officer shall check the completion of FIR Index Form of all cases
registered during the last three months. The officer shall ensure that the required entries are
made and references of all relevant registers are mentioned in the FIR Index Form.
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3.6
Incomplete Challan:- The officer shall check all such cases of which challans have
not been submitted within 14 days. The officer shall also scrutinize all incomplete challans
and find out reasons of delay.
3.7
Register No. 5:- The officer shall check Register 5 (Register of Correspondence)
and scrutinize action taken on complaints received from different quarters. A list of pending
applications shall be prepared with the names of Enquiry Officers/IOs dealing with those
pending cases.
3.8
Register No. 4:- The officer shall check Register 4 (Register of Absconders and
Deserters) and see if the names of all Proclaimed Offenders are duly entered. The officer
shall also scrutinize history sheets and ensure the same are updated and completed in all
respects.
3.9
Register No. 9:- The officer shall check Register No. 9 (The Village Crime Register)
and scrutinize entries made in Part III (information sheets of persons of doubtful character)
and Part V (Register of Convicted Persons).
3.10 Register No. 19:- The officer shall inspect Malkhana and ensure that all the case
properties are accounted for and duly entered into Register No. 19 (Register of the Store
Room). In case of presence of explosive material in Malkhana, the officer shall also ensure
that appropriate measures have been put in place for the safekeeping and security of
explosive material.
3.11 Register No. 16:- The officer shall also inspect KOT and stores and ensure that all
weapons/ ammunition and other stores are duly accounted for in accordance with Register
16 (Register of Government Property), well maintained and secure.
3.12 Register No. 3:- The officer shall inspect Register No. 3 (Folder of Standing Orders,
Circular Orders, etc.) and ensure that all Standing Orders, Circular Orders, Policy
Guidelines and Operational Guidelines of IGP are placed on the Folder. The officer shall
brief the Police Station staff on all orders placed on this Folder.
4.
The officer shall brief the Police Station/Police Post staff on the guidelines and
orders issued from the IGP office from time to time and issue directions for their
implementation.
5.

Reporting of the Informal Inspections.

5.1
Each Informal Inspection shall be entered in the Daily Diary and Register No. 13
(Minute Book for Gazetted Officers) by the officer himself and a copy thereof shall be sent to
the Head of District Police.
5.2
The Head of District Police shall take action on the observations/ recommendations
made by the Inspecting Officers.
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5.3

The Head of District Police shall send a monthly report, through the respective RPO
in case of DPOs, to the Addl: IG Operations C.P.O. Peshawar by 7th day of each. The
reports shall contain observations on each point contained in Section 3 above.

5.4
The DIG Operations shall compile a summary of all Informal Inspections Reports
(IIRs) so received from RPOs and submit the summary, along with his observations and
recommendations, to the Inspector General of Police on the 21st day of every month.

(NASIR KHAN DURRANI)
Inspector General of Police
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar

No.2677-2739/PPO, Dated Peshawar 30th October 2013
Copy for information and necessary action to:1. All Heads of Police Offices;
2. The Capital City Police Officer, Peshawar;
3. All Regional Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
4. All District Police Officers.
5. Director IT, CPO with the direction to email scanned copy to all concerned,
6. PSO to IGP.

(MUBARAK ZEB) PSP
DIG Headquarters
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar
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OFFICE OF THE
THE INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE
KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA
Central Police Office, Peshawar

Operational Guidelines: Recovery of Arms and Explosives
OG-7/2013
1.

Objective

KP Police seize illegal arms and explosives in large quantity every year and arrest
carriers. It has been noted with concern however that in almost all such cases, investigating
officers do not follow the trail to reach the logical conclusion and find the source and
destination. Such illegal arms and explosives generally end up in the hands of terrorist who
use them in targeting Police, other LEAs and the general public.
In order to take cases of illegal arms and explosives to logical conclusion, the
following guidelines are issued to be followed in letter and spirit.
2.
In case of seizure of 3 or more arms/weapons, or explosives in any quantity,
the investigating officer shall seek and record the following information.
a.
Purpose of keeping or carrying illegal arms/weapons or explosives;
b.
Where and from whom were the arms/explosives acquired/purchased;
c.
To whom were the arms/explosives meant to be delivered/transported.
3.
The personal details of the accused person(s) shall be recorded including his/her
CNIC number and cell phone number.
4.
The accused person(s) cell phone data, including the dialed, received and missed
calls, SMS data, and contact lists, etc. shall be analyzed by the investigating officer for
possible clues and links with the source and destination of illegal arms/explosives. Call Data
Record (CDR) shall also be obtained and analyzed if needed.
5.
The investigating officer shall find out if the accused person(s) has any linkage with
any proscribed/militant organization or terrorist group.
6.
The SP Investigation shall ensure that the investigating officer dealing with case
shall from court the physical custody of the accused person(s) for ascertaining the requisite
information.
7.
The information so gathered in each case shall be sent to the Addl: IG Investigations
on the enclosed format within three days of the registration of the case.
8.
The Addl: IG Investigations shall submit a weekly summary in this regard to the
Inspector General of Police every Tuesday. The summary shall mention the following
details:
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a.
b.

c.

Cases where an exercise has been carried out in accordance with these
guidelines;
Cases where the exercise has successfully led to the identification of the
source and/or destination of arms/weapons or explosives with follow up
action; and
Cases where the exercise has not been carried out.

(NASIR KHAN DURRANI)
Inspector General of Police
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar

No.3016-78/PPO, Dated Peshawar 7th November 2013
Copy for information and necessary action to:1. All Heads of Police Offices;
2. Addl: IG Investigations, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Peshawar;
3. The Capital City Police Officer, Peshawar;
4. All Regional Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
5. All DIGs Investigations in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
6. All District Police Officers;
7. All SPs Investigations in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
8. Director IT CPO with the direction to email scanned copy to all concerned,
9. PSO to IGP.

(MUBARAK ZEB) PSP
DIG Headquarters
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar
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Summary Interrogation Report
Recovery of Arms and Explosives
District:
______________________ Police Station: ______________________
FIR No:
______________________ Under/section: _____________________
Date:
______________________
Detail of recovery: _______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
Name of Accused: __________________ Father Name: ________________________
CNIC No:__________________________ Cell No. ________________________
Purpose of carrying/acquiring arms and/or explosives?

Where and from whom were the arms and/or explosives purchased/acquired ?

To whom and where were the arms/explosives meant to be delivered/transported?

List of contacts saved on the phonebook of the accused on the following format:
Contact Name
Contact Number
Relationship
Verification of contact
with the
Yes/No
Accused

Details of the accused phonebook data:
Phonebook
N. of contacted
entry
persons

Name and
address

D i a l l e d
Numbers
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Relationship
with the
Accused

Purpose
of contact

Received
Calls
Missed
Calls
S
M
S
Messages
Sent
S
M
Messages
Received

S

Analysis of Phonebook data:

Remarks of SP Investigation/Follow up Action:-

SP Investigation
District
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OFFICE OF THE
THE INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE
KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA
Central Police Office, Peshawar

Operational Guidelines: SOP for Handling Protests
OG-9/2013
1.

Objective

Following the acts of violence in Rawalpindi on 15th November 2013 (10th
Muharram), it is highly likely that the people of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa will resort to protests.
There are clear indications that miscreants and anti-state elements will use this charged
atmosphere as an opportunity to excite violence, stimulate loot and arson, and carry out
sabotage activities. Similarly, protests may also be sparked by other factor like power
outages, political developments, government policies, events of religious and sectarian
sensitivity, or drone attacks.
In order to protect lives and property of the people and prevent sabotage in the event
of any protest, the following guidelines are issued be followed in letter and spirit.
2.
Constitution of Public Liaison Committees- The Head of District Police shall
constitute public liaison committees on the level of each sub-division.
2.1
These committees shall consist of religious scholars, community elders, traders,
members of National and Provincial Assemblies and other people of good reputation.
2.2
The committees so constituted shall be engaged for the purpose of negotiation and
communication with the protesters for keeping the protests peaceful.
2.3
The committees shall be alerted in advance in case of any likely protest. The Head
of District Police shall facilitate the committee members in such a way as to ensure their
availability and presence at the scene on the occasion of protest.
2.4
The Head of District Police shall maintain the list of the committee members along
with their contact numbers. Copies of the lists shall be circulated to all concerned, including
police control room, all SDPOs and SHOs.
3.
Police Deployment:- For the purpose of security of the protesters and the
public at large as well as for the protection of property, the Sub-divisional Police
Officer (SDPO) and the SHO shall personally attend to all protests in their area of
jurisdiction.
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3.1
The Head of District Police shall ensure that sufficient police strength is made
available to the SDPO and SHO for keeping order on the occasion of protests.
3.2

The police strength shall be divided in the following categories:
a.
b.

c.
d.
e.

Anti-riot squad, fully equipped with anti-riot gear;
Tear-gas squad, equipped with sufficient amount of gas guns and gas
shells, properly checked and verified for use by the Reserve Inspector or
Muharrar;
Armed squads, to be deployed at suitable points under the command of the
SDPO and SHO;
Special squads of un-armed men for the purpose of identifying and
apprehending miscreants;
Plain-clothes personnel spread widely to identify and point out violent
protesters, miscreants and saboteurs.

3.3
The police strength shall be deployed in such formations that maximum numbers of
anti-riot squads are deployed close to the protesters for better control.
3.4
Armed police squads shall be deployed only under the direct command of the SDPO
and the SHO.
4.
Protection of Vulnerable Places:- The SHO shall identify vulnerable places falling
in the route of the protest procession and deploy sufficient police strength for their
protection. Such places may include ImamIbargas, Mosques and Madrassas, Police
Stations and Police Offices, government buildings, petrol stations, banks, shopping centres,
key installations, and residences of prominent persons.
5.
Video Recording and Surveillance:- The SHO shall arrange video-recording,
preferably through professional cameramen, of the entire protest procession.
5.1

The video recording shall focus on the faces of people who are leading the protests.

5.2
The faces of protesters who involve themselves in looting, arson or sabotage
activities shall be properly zoomed for the purpose of identification.
6.
Use of Force:-In case of peaceful protests and peaceful road-blocks, police shall
exercise maximum restraint and shall avoid the use of force.
6.1
When it is required to use force as per law, its application shall be of minimum
essential standard.
6.2
The SDPO or the SHO present at the scene shall determine the type and
quantum of force to be used, including the use of lethal force.
6.3
Lethal force when required as per law, including warning shots and firing shots for
the protection of lives, shall be ordered only by the SDPO or SHO present at the scene after
due determination of the situation.
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7.
Briefings and Rehearsals:- Each SDPO shall conduct regular briefings and carry
out rehearsals in accordance with these guidelines at least once a month.
7.1
The rehearsals shall be carried out in Police Stations located in cities and major
towns.
7.2

The Head of District Police shall monitor at least one rehearsal in a month.

7.3

The RPOs shall personally monitor at least one rehearsal in a District each month

8.
Reporting:- The RPOs and Heads of Police shall submit a report of the briefings
and rehearsals conducted in accordance with these guidelines to the Addl: IG Operations on
the 12th day of every month.
8.1

The Additional IG Operations shall submit a summary of such reports to the IGP on
the 15th day of every month.
9.

General Instruction

9.1
The SDPO and SHO shall make all possible efforts to work out modalities of the
protest, including the route, timing, start and end point, etc. with the leaders of protest
processions.
9.2
Police officers dealing with the protest processions shall maintain sufficient security
strength for their personal security.
9.3
If possible, police vehicles may be removed and kept at sufficient distance from the
protesters in order to avoid damage to them, without affecting the mobility and effectiveness
of police force dealing with the situation.
9.4
The SHO shall alert, through police control, all other emergency public service
departments, including hospitals, fire brigades, municipal department, gas and telephone
departments, etc. to respond in case of emergency.

(NASIR KHAN DURRANI)
Inspector General of Police
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar

No.3125-84/PPO, Dated Peshawar 18th November 2013
Copy for information and necessary action to:1. All Heads of Police Offices;
2. The Capital City Police Officer, Peshawar;
3. All Regional Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
4. All District Police Officers;
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5.
6.

Director IT CPO with the direction to email copies to all concerned;
PSO to IGP.

(MUBARAK ZEB) PSP
DIG Headquarters
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar
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OFFICE OF THE
THE INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE
KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA
Central Police Office, Peshawar

Operational Guidelines: The Arrest of Proclaimed Offenders (POs)
OG-10/2013
1

Objective

It has been noted that the arrest of Proclaimed Offenders (POs) is an area that need
urgent attention. A huge number of POs, most of whom are involved in heinous crimes, are
at large. Similarly, a large number of accused that have not been arrested by Police are
roaming freely but these criminals have not been declared as POs in accordance with the
procedure.
Therefore, in order to streamline the record keeping of POs and in order to improve
the arrest ratio, these guidelines are issued to be followed in letter and spirit.
2
The SHO of each Police Station shall open a History Sheet for each PO in
accordance with the procedure. The following information shall be attached with the
History Sheet:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
3

Photograph of the PO;
ID Card of the PO;
Form-B of the family of the PO;
Revenue record of the immovable property of the PO;
List of the family members of the PO, mentioning their ages;
List of close relatives and friends;
Mobile phone number of the PO along with its CDR;
Mobile phone numbers of family members, close relatives and friends;
Application submitted by the applicant for the arrest of the PO;

Duties of the SHO:- The SHO shall be responsible to take the following measures:
a)
b)

c)

d)

The SHO shall assign the task of arrest of the PO to a subordinate officer by
name;
The SHO shall personally interview the complainant and other members
of the victim family once every three months and exchange information
to ascertain the whereabouts of the PO;
The SHO shall make efforts to trace the whereabouts of the PO through the
help of Call Data Records (CDRs) of the PO, his family members, his close
relatives and friends;
In case the PO belongs to the Tribal Area or in case it is determined that the
PO is hiding in the Tribal Area, the SHO shall send a letter to the concerned
Political Agent through the Head of District Police, requesting him to arrest
the PO and hand him over to Police. A copy of such correspondence with the
Political Agent shall be sent to the respective Commissioner;
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e)

f)

g)

In case it is determined that the PO has moved to a foreign country, the SHO
shall seek a Red Warrant in accordance with legal procedure to be sent to
the Interpol through the FIA;
In case it is determined on the basis of information so collected that any
person is harbouring a PO, the SHO shall register a case under section 216
PPC and other applicable laws against such person;
The SHO shall conduct regular raids on the abodes on the PO on the basis of
information received.

4
The following entries/observations shall be made in the Activity Sheet of the
History Sheet.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

Name of the officer tasked for the arrest of the PO;
References of the meetings and interview of complainant/members of victim
family;
References of cell numbers and CDRs attached to the History Sheet;
Any leads obtained about the whereabouts of the PO through interviews of
the complainant/victim family or through the analysis of CDRs;
References of letters written to Political Agent, FIA or Interpol, if any;
Date-wise reference of raids conducted for the arrest of the PO;
Any other matter of importance.

5
Duties of the District Head of Police and the SDPO:- During Informal Inspections,
the Head of District Police shall randomly select and check History Sheets of POs to ensure
that the History Sheets are maintained in accordance with these guidelines. The Head of
District Police shall make notes and issue directions to the SHO in the History Sheets.
5.1
The SDPO shall check at least one third of the total History Sheets of a Police
Station under his jurisdiction during each Informal Inspection. The SDPO shall make
comments and pass necessary orders on each History Sheet in his own handwriting.
5.2
The SDPO shall specifically make comments on the count whether these guidelines
have been strictly followed by the SHO or not.
5.3
The SDPO shall initiate departmental proceedings against the SHO who has failed to
follow these guidelines.
6
Monitoring and Reporting:- The Head of District Police shall maintain a check-list
for each History Sheet, preferably on Excel Sheet, in order to monitor point-wise compliance
of these guidelines.
6.1

The Head of District Police shall send a report every month in compliance with these
guidelines to the Addl: IG Operations. Such report shall reach the CPO on the 10th day of
every month. Such report shall be called Monthly Statement of Proclaimed Offenders
(MSPO).
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g).3
The Addl: IG Operations shall submit a summary of such reports to the IGP on the
15th day of every month.

(NASIR KHAN DURRANI)
Inspector General of Police
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar

No.3576-3625/PPO, Dated Peshawar 18thDecember 2013
Copy for information and necessary action to:1. All Heads of Police Offices;
2. The Capital City Police Officer, Peshawar;
3. All Regional Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
4. All District Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
5. All SPs Investigations in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
6. Director IT CPO with the direction to email copies to all concerned;
7. PSO to IGP.

(MUBARAK ZEB) PSP
DIG Headquarters
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar
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OFFICE OF THE
THE INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE
KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA
Central Police Office, Peshawar

Operational Guidelines: Quarterly Inspections of Government Weapons
OG-11/2013
1

Objective
The protection and safekeeping of Government property, particularly arms and
ammunitions, at the disposal Police Department are among our primary obligations. It has
been observed that there is a lack of proper inspection protocols in this regard.
In order to ensure that the arms and ammunition placed at the disposal of Districts
and other Police Units (e.g. FRP, Elite Police or Special Branch) are properly maintained,
these guidelines are issued to be followed in letter and spirit.
2
Quarterly Inspection of Arms and Ammunition:- Each Head of District Police and
each Head of Police Unit (Special Branch, Elite Police Force, FRP, CTD, etc.) shall carry out
a quarterly inspection of arms and ammunition placed at the disposal of the District or Unit.
The following aspects shall be covered in these inspections:
a) Maintenance standard of KOT;
b) Statement of lost and/or misplaced arms and ammunition;
c) List of arms and ammunition issued to Gazetted Officers (GOs) along with
the current posting of the GO;
d) List of officers who have not returned arms and ammunition after
relinquishing charge in the District or Unit;
e) Statement of damaged arms along with the cause of damage;
f) List of doubtful, suspicious or replaced arms and ammunition;
g) Remedial action proposed in case of shortcomings found;
h) Any other matter of importance.
2.1
During each inspection, the Armourer of the Police Station, Police Lines or Police
Unit shall furnish a certificate to the effect that each arm/weapon so inspected has not been
replaced or otherwise tampered with. Similarly, the Armourer shall also furnish a certificate
to the same effect in respect of ammunition randomly selected for the purpose of inspection.
3
Quarterly Inspections in a Police Station:- The SDPO shall inspect arms and
ammunition in each Police Station under his jurisdiction once in three months. The SDPO
shall submit a Quarterly Inspection Report to the concerned Head of District Police in
accordance with the following schedule:
Quarterly Inspection Report of SDPO
1st Quarterly Inspection Report (Jan-March)
2nd Quarterly Inspection Report (April-June)
3rd Quarterly Inspection Report (July-Sept)
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Date of Submission
15th April
15th July
15th October

4th Quarterly Inspection Report (Oct-Dec)

15th January

4
Quarterly Inspection in a District Police Lines or in a Police Unit:- The District
Police Officer, SP Headquarters in case of Peshawar, shall quarterly inspect the arms and
ammunition in a Police Lines.
4.1
An officer not below the rank of an SP shall quarterly inspect arms and ammunition
in a Police Unit (Special Branch, Elite Police Force, FRP, CTD, etc.).
5
Annual Inspections of Arms and Ammunition:- The Capital City Police Officer, or
a Regional Police Officer, as the case may be, shall conduct an Annual Inspection of Arms
and Ammunition of each District through a committee comprising of the DPO, SSP
Operations in case of Peshawar, and two other officers not bellow the rank of DSP.
5.1
The Head of each Police Unit that has been allocated arms and ammunition shall
conduct an Annual Inspection of Arms and Ammunition of the Unit through a committee
comprising of at least two officers of the rank of SP.
6
Monitoring and Reporting:- The Head of District Police or the Head of a Police
Unit, as the case may be, shall send a consolidated Quarterly Inspection Report to the AIG
Logistics as per the following schedule.

Quarterly Inspection Report of a District or Unit
1st Quarterly Inspection Report (Jan-March)

Date of Submission
25th April

2nd Quarterly Inspection Report (April-June)
3rd Quarterly Inspection Report (July-Sept)

25th July
25th October

4th Quarterly Inspection Report (Oct-Dec)

25th January

6.1
The AIG Logistics shall prepare and submit a summary for the perusal of the IGP on
the last day of the month in which the report has been received from the Districts and the
Police Units.
6.2

Report of the Annual Inspection shall be sent by the CCPO/RPO/Head of Police Unit
to the AIG Logistics on the 15th day of February each year who shall prepare and submit a
summary of these reports for the perusal of the IGP on the 20th day of February each year.

(NASIR KHAN DURRANI)
Inspector General of Police
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar
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No.3525-75/PPO, Dated Peshawar 18thDecember 2013
Copy for information and necessary action to:1. The Addl: IG Headquarters;
2. The Addl: IG Investigations;
3. The Addl: IG/Commandant Elite Police;
4. The Addl: IG Operations;
5. The Addl: IG/Commandant FRP;
6. All Heads of Police Offices;
7. The Capital City Police Officer Peshawar;
8. All Regional Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
9. All District Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
10. Director IT CPO with the direction to email copies to all concerned;
11. PSO to IGP.

(MUBARAK ZEB) PSP
DIG Headquarters
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar
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OFFICE OF THE
THE INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE
KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA
Central Police Office, Peshawar

Operational Guidelines: Role of Mobile Forensic Lab in Crime Scene Processing
OG-13/2014
1

Objective

It has been noted with concern that the investigation officers who respond to crime
scenes are usually found deficient in the requisite skills of professionally processing the
scene of crime. Important evidence either gets lost or is compromised; consequently leading
to weak investigation and lesser chances of conviction in the court.
The scenes of crime, particularly in cases of terrorism and other heinous crimes,
need to be thoroughly photographed; critical pieces of evidence need to be carefully
collected and packaged, and fingerprints of suspects need to be promptly lifted and
secured. In order to support and reinforce the investigation staff in proper processing of
such scenes of crime for the collection of quality evidence, the following guidelines are
issued to be followed in letter and spirit.
2
Responsibility of Mobile Forensic Lab:- Mobile Forensic Labs available with the
Forensic Science Laboratory (FSL) Peshawar shall be promptly dispatched to a scene of
crime in the following cases occurring within the jurisdiction of CCPO Peshawar:
a)
b)
c)

Terrorism,
Murder,
Decoity and robbery occurring in bank, house or business establishment.

2.1
In any of the above-listed cases, the concerned SHO shall call the Mobile Forensic
Lab through Peshawar Wireless Control. The Wireless Control shall inform the Director FSL
to dispatch the Mobile Forensic Lab to the scene of crime. The Wireless Control shall
maintain a log of such calls, detailing the call and response time.
2.2
The Director FSL Peshawar shall designate a Team of FSL Experts, with one officer
as In-charge of the team, to operate the Mobile Forensic Labs.
2.3
It shall be the responsibility of the Director FSL to ensure that the Mobile Forensic
Lab along with the Team of FSL Experts reaches the scene of crime well in time.
3
Role of the Mobile Forensic Labs:- While at the scene of crime, the Mobile
Forensic Lab shall work under the supervision of the Investigation Officer present at the
scene of crime.
3.1
The Mobile Forensic Lab shall assist the Investigation Officer in processing the
scene of crime, particularly in the following tasks:
a) Photography of the crime scene;
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b)
c)
d)
e)

Geo-tagging of the scene of crime through Android phone;
Collection of physical of evidence;
Packaging of physical evidence; and
Lifting of fingerprints.

3.2
The Director IT CPO shall train the staff of Mobile Forensic Lab in the application of
Geo-tagging through Android phones.
4
Reporting:- The Director FSL shall send a daily report on the performance of Mobile
Forensic Labs to the Inspector General of Police through the DIG Operations.

(NASIR KHAN DURRANI)
Inspector General of Police
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar

No.55-100/PPO, Dated Peshawar 6th January 2014
Copy for information and necessary action to:1. All Heads of Police Offices;
2. Addl: IG Investigations Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, CPO Peshawar;
3. Addl: IG Special Branch Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
4. The Capital City Police Officer Peshawar;
5. All Regional Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
6. All District Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
7. The AIG BDU;
8. Director Forensic Science Laboratory (FSL), Peshawar;
9. Director IT CPO with the direction to email copies to all concerned;
10. PSO to IGP.

(MUBARAK ZEB) PSP
DIG Headquarters
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar
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OFFICE OF THE
THE INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE
KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA
Central Police Office, Peshawar

Operational Guidelines: Geo-Tagging of Crime Scene in Heinous Cases
OG-14/2014
1

Objective
It has been observed that crime scenes of heinous cases are not properly
photographed. In order to better preserve the scene of crime in heinous cases and in order
to afford investigators and supervisory officers technical support for the post incident
analysis of the crime scene, these guidelines are issued to be followed in letter and spirit.
2
In the following heinous cases, the Investigation Officer shall take at least three
photographs of the crime scene through Android Phone provided to Sub-divisions:
a) Terrorism (Suicidal);
b) Terrorism (Through other means);
c) Murder; and
d) Robbery & Dacoity in house, bank, shop or office.
3
The Heads of District Police shall be responsible to ensure that the photographs
taken at the scene of crime are properly tagged to the Google map.
4
All SPs Investigation shall send daily reports to the Addl: IG Investigation. The daily
reports shall mention the number of incidents and number of photographs taken and tagged
on Google map.
5
The Addl: IG Investigation shall submit a weekly summary of such reports to the
Inspector General of Police on every Wednesday.

(NASIR KHAN DURRANI)
Inspector General of Police
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar

No.340-400/PPO, Dated Peshawar 15th January 2014
Copy for information and necessary action to:1. All Heads of Police Offices;
2. Addl: IG Investigation, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, CPO;
3. The Capital City Police Officer Peshawar;
4. All Regional Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
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5.
6.
7.
8.

All District Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
All SSPs/SPs Investigation in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
Director IT CPO with the direction to email copies to all concerned;
PSO to IGP.
(MUBARAK ZEB) PSP
DIG Headquarters
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar
OFFICE OF THE
THE INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE
KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA
Central Police Office, Peshawar

Operational Guidelines: Joint Visit of Crime Scene for Preliminary Investigation
OG-15/2014
1

Objective

It has been observed that crime scenes of heinous cases are not properly processed
for the collection of evidence. Consequently, useful evidence gets lost. In order to address
to this problem, these guidelines are issued to be followed in letter and spirit.
2
Each SHO or his subordinate officer shall take the Investigation Officer of his Police
station along to the scene of crime in the following cases:
a) Terrorism;
b) Murder;
c) Robbery & dacoity in house, bank, shop and office; and
d) Rape.
3
Both the officers shall jointly visit the scene of crime for the purpose of preliminary
investigation and necessary coordination.
4
Both the officers shall also coordinate efforts for the protection of crime scene and
proper collection of evidence.

(NASIR KHAN DURRANI)
Inspector General of Police
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar

No.401-60/PPO, Dated Peshawar 15th January 2014
Copy for information and necessary action to:1. All Heads of Police Offices;
2. The Addl: IG Operations, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, CPO Peshawar;
3. Addl: IG Investigation Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, CPO, Peshawar;
4. The Capital City Police Officer Peshawar;
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

All Regional Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
All District Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
All SSPs/SPs Investigation in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
Director IT CPO with the direction to email copies to all concerned;
PSO to IGP.

(MUBARAK ZEB) PSP
DIG Headquarters
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar
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OFFICE OF THE
THE INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE
KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA
Central Police Office, Peshawar

Operational Guidelines: Protection against IED Attacks
OG-16/2014
1

Objective

For its leading role in fighting terrorism, police have been the prime target of
terrorists. Explosive devices of different kinds have proven to be the weapons of choice for
the terrorists in their dastardly attacks on police. On numerous occasions, police vehicles
have been hit by IEDs hidden on roadside, claiming lives of brave police officers.
Undeterred by eminent threat to their lives, the courageous police officers continue
to do their job against heavy odds. It is however necessary to adopt all possible
precautionary measures for preventing harm to the lives of the police force. In view of the
above and in continuation earlier directions in this regard, these guidelines are hereby issue
to be followed in letter and spirit.
2
Instructions for drivers and patrolling officers:- Police drivers shall drive their
vehicles away from the shoulders of the road and stay as close to the middle of the road as
possible.
2.1
The police officer sitting on the passenger seat shall stay alert and continuously scan
the road in front and on the sides. He shall advise the driver on precautionary measures in
case he observes anything suspicious.
2.2
The patrolling officer shall instruct the driver to continuously change routes during
routine patrolling in such a manner that a predictable pattern of patrolling could not easily
emerge.
2.3
Halts by patrolling officers at known resting areas is a routine phenomenon
everywhere. This makes a police mobile an easy target. Such halts at fixed areas or spots
should be avoided as much as possible.
2.4
Every police officer shall wear a bulletproof jacket and helmet during
movement.
3
Dissemination of Instructions: DIG Telecommunications shall be responsible to air
these guidelines through Police Wireless Control in every Police Station at least 5 times a
day. DIG Telecommunications shall submit weekly compliance reports.
4
Armour Plating of Patrol Vehicles:-DIG Telecommunication
arrangements for armour-platting of patrol vehicles for better protection.
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shall

make

5
Supervision: The SHO shall ensure that all police officers wear bulletproof jackets
and helmets during movement.
5.1
The SHO shall further ensure that these instructions are widely disseminated
through wireless and though announcements during morning roll call.
5.2
The SDPO shall regularly brief his staff on the precautionary measures against IED
attacks.
5.3
The Head of District Police shall be responsible for the implementation of these
guidelines.

(NASIR KHAN DURRANI)
Inspector General of Police
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar

No.1417-67/PPO, Dated Peshawar 18th February 2014
Copy for information and necessary action to:1. All Heads of Police Offices;
2. The Capital City Police Officer, Peshawar;
3. All Regional Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
4. All District Police Officers;
5. Director IT CPO with the direction to email copies to all concerned;
6. PSO to IGP.

(MUBARAK ZEB) PSP
DIG Headquarters
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar
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OFFICE OF THE
THE INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE
KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA
Central Police Office, Peshawar

1

Operational Guidelines: Protection of BD Teams against IED Attacks
OG-17/2014
Objective

For its leading role in fighting terrorism, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa police have been the
prime target of terrorists. And IEDs of various kinds have proven to be the weapons of
choice for the terrorists in their dastardly attacks on police. On numerous occasions, police
vehicles have been hit by IEDs hidden on roadside claiming numerous precious lives of
brave police officers.
Although undeterred by the eminent threat to their lives the courageous police
officers continue to do their job against heavy odds, it is necessary to adopt all possible
precautionary measures for preventing harm to the precious lives of the police force. In view
of the above and in continuation earlier directions in this regard, these guidelines are hereby
issue to be followed in letter and spirit.
2
Instructions for BD Teams:- In view of the modus operandi of terrorists in attacking
BD teams, maximum caution is required.
2.1
On receiving information about the presence of explosive devices, the Incharge of
the concerned BD Team shall dispatch an unmarked advance pilot, preferably on
motorcycle, to inspect the route for the presence of any suspect persons or suspicious
material. The BD Team should proceed to the spot on receiving clearance from the advance
pilot.
2.2
The BD Team shall park their vehicle at least 500 meters away from the spot and
walk to the spot on foot. The BD staff shall keep sufficient distance from each other.
2.3
The staff of BD Team shall wear safety kits on all occasions while moving for
disposing explosive devices.
2.4

The BD Teams shall move to the scene along with armed protection party.

3
Dissemination of Instructions: DIG Telecommunications shall be responsible to air
these guidelines through Police Wireless Control in every Police Station at least 5 times
every day. DIG Telecommunications shall submit weekly compliance reports.
4
Supervision: The Incharge BD Team shall ensure that all police officers wear
bulletproof jackets and helmets during movement.
4.1
The Incharge BD Team shall further ensure that these instructions are widely
disseminated through wireless and though announcements during morning roll call.
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4.2
The AIG BDU shall regularly brief his staff on the precautionary measures against
IED attack. The AIG BDU shall be responsible for the implementation of these guidelines.

(NASIR KHAN DURRANI)
Inspector General of Police
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar

No.1467-1517/PPO, Dated Peshawar 18th February 2014
Copy for information and necessary action to:1. All Heads of Police Offices;
2. The Capital City Police Officer, Peshawar;
3. All Regional Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
4. All District Police Officers;
5. AIG BDU;
6. Director IT CPO with the direction to email copies to all concerned;
7. PSO to IGP.

(MUBARAK ZEB) PSP
DIG Headquarters
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar
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OFFICE OF THE
THE INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE
KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA
Central Police Office, Peshawar

Operational Guidelines:
Roles and Responsibilities of BDU and FSL at the Crime Scene
OG-18/2014
1

Objective

In cases of terrorism, professional handling and careful processing of the crime
scene plays a vital role in subsequent investigation. Due to the use of explosives devices in
terrorist attacks, the crime scene investigation in such cases has turned out to be a pretty
complex process. In addition to the rescue workers, a number of police units including
operations staff, investigators, forensic experts and bomb disposal personnel respond and
attend to such scenes of crime.
With so many actors at play at the same time, it is critically important that roles and
responsibilities of every unit are clearly known. This is important for two reasons: one, the
personal safety and security of police staff and others has to be ensured; and two, all pieces
of evidence have to be properly collected, packaged, secured and preserved. These
guidelines are therefore issued to be followed in letter and spirit.
2
Role of the Operations Staff- The SHO and SDPO shall be responsible to cordon
off the scene of crime so that access is only allowed, in an organized manner, to rescue
workers, investigators, BDU staff and FSL Team.
2.1
The SHO and his team shall ensure that injured persons, if any, are attended to
promptly and are dispatched to the nearest hospital/trauma centres for medical attention.
2.2
The SHO shall ensure that vehicular traffic and pedestrians are diverted to alternate
routes for the safety and convenience of the public.
2.4
The SDPO shall establish a media-briefing corner at a safe distance and shall
personally attend to the inquiries of media persons.
3
Role of Bomb Disposal Squad:- In coordination with the concerned SHO, the BD
staff shall first and foremost scan the scene of crime and its surroundings for other
explosive devices.
3.1
The BD staff shall detect explosive material at the venue, secure them and defuse
the same in safe environment.
3.2
The BD staff shall initially create sufficient but secure space for the investigators to
take photographs prior to further processing of the scene of crime.
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3.3
The In-charge of BD Team shall clear the scene of crime of any explosive devices,
secure them and hand it over to the Investigation Officer for further processing.
3.4
The In-charge BD Team shall prepare a report to be called “Explosive Analysis and
Impact Report” (EAIR). Copies of the report shall be handed over to the Investigation Officer
as well as the In-charge of FSL Team. The BDU explosive analysis and impact report shall
subsequently help the FSL in formulating expert opinion on the type and quantum of
explosives and associated material used in the terrorist attack.
4
Role of Mobile Forensic Lab:- Working under the supervision of the Investigation
Officer, the Mobile Forensic Lab team shall assist in processing the scene of crime in the
following tasks:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Photography of the crime scene;
Geo-tagging of the crime scene through Android phone;
Collection of physical evidence particularly explosive residue; and
Packaging of the evidence.

4.1
The FSL team shall properly mark and index all pieces of evidence, particularly
unexploded ordinance, defused devices, remnants of explosive devices, and other
items/pieces containing explosive residue.
4.2
The In-charge of FSL Team shall hand over all evidence to the Investigation Officer
who shall take the same on recovery memo.
4.3
The In-charge of FSL Team shall prepare a crime scene analysis report that he shall
submit to the Director FSL. This report shall help in subsequent expert opinion. A copy of
the report shall also be provided to the Investigations Officer.
5
The Investigation Officer shall submit to the FSL for analysis and expert
opinion all pieces of evidence collected from the scene of crime.
6
The AIG BDU shall submit a monthly report to the Additional IG Operations on all
such cases handled by BDU teams. The Additional IG Operations shall put up a summary to
the Inspector General of Police on the 10th day of every month.
7
The Director shall submit a monthly report to the Additional IG Investigation on all
such cases handled by FSL teams. The Additional IG Investigation shall put up a summary
to the Inspector General of Police on the 10th day of every month.

(NASIR KHAN DURRANI)
Inspector General of Police
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar

No.1907-57/PPO, Dated Peshawar 10th March 2014
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Copy for information and necessary action to:1. All Heads of Police Offices;
2. The Addl: IG Investigations Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, CPO Peshawar;
3. The Addl: IG Special Branch Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
4. The Capital City Police Officer Peshawar;
5. All Regional Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
6. All District Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
7. The AIG BDU;
8. Director Forensic Science Laboratory (FSL), Peshawar;
9. Director IT CPO with the direction to email copies to all concerned;
10. PSO to IGP.

(MUBARAK ZEB) PSP
DIG Headquarters
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar
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OFFICE OF THE
THE INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE
KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA
Central Police Office, Peshawar

Operational Guidelines:
Security of Sensitive and Vulnerable Establishments and Places (SVEP)
OG-19/2014
1

Objective

For the protection of sensitive and vulnerable establishments and places (SVEP)
against terrorist threats and sabotage, the Government of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa has recently
promulgated a law, i.e. Sensitive and Vulnerable Establishments and Place (Security)
Ordinance 2014. According to this new law, the owners/management of vulnerable and
sensitive establishments and places (SVEPs) have been made responsible for making
appropriate arrangements for the security of such establishments and places. Police has
been authorized to take legal action against such owners/management who fails to comply
with the provision of the new law.
In order to give effect to the provision of the Sensitive and Vulnerable Establishments and
Places (Security) Ordinance 2014, these guidelines are hereby issued to be followed in
letter and spirit.
2
Identification of Sensitive and Vulnerable Establishments and Places (SVEP):The SHO of a Police Station shall carry out detailed survey and identify all such SVEPs
within the jurisdiction of his Police Station that have been defined as sensitive or vulnerable
in the above mentioned law.
2.1
The SHO shall maintain a Register to be known as SVEP Register and list therein
the names of such establishments and places along with addresses, landline telephone
numbers, name(s) of owners/lessees/management and a detailed description of the locality.
2.2
Sufficient number of pages shall be allocated in the SVEP Register to each
establishment/place for recording the subsequent procedure to be adopted in accordance
with the new Law.
2.3
The SDPO concerned shall be responsible to check the SVEP Register during each
surprise visit or informal/formal inspection of the Police Station and make a note to this
effect in the Daily Diary in his own writing. The SDPO is expected to be well conversant with
the provisions of the new law and hence shall give appropriate directions to the SHO for
their implementation.
3
Inspection of SVEPs:- The SHO shall submit the list of all such establishments and
places, through the SDPO concerned, to the Security Advisory Committee constituted under
the new law to categorize, inspect and issue security advisory to the listed establishments
and places. A copy of the list so placed before the Committee shall also be submitted to the
Head of District Police.
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3.1
The security advisory so issued to any of the listed SVEP shall include a synopsis of
the security environment of the identified establishment/place, including the size and
location of the establishment/place; mention the categorization of vulnerability/sensitivity;
and advise security measures that need to be adopted by the owner/management including
the deployment of security guards, erection of boundary walls with fencing and gates,
installation of CCTV cameras, bio-metric system, walk-though gates, alarm system and/or
other security measures.
3.2
The SDPO concerned shall ensure that the Security Advisory Committee shall hold
regular meetings to finalize the procedure well in time.
3.3
The SHO shall regularly inspect the listed SVEPs and review the security
arrangements in accordance with the advice issued by the Security Advisory Committee.
3.4
The SHO shall enter into Daily Dairy and in the SVEP Register the details of all such
inspections made in pursuance of the provisions of the law.
3.5
The SHO shall inspect all SVEPs once a month, except financial institutions and
profit earning establishments, which the SHO shall inspect once in a fortnight. Entries of
such inspection shall be duly recorded in the Daily Dairy and SVEP Register.
3.6

The SDPO shall inspect all SVEPs in his jurisdiction once in a month.

3.7
The SDPO concerned shall hold periodical meetings with the associations/
representatives of SVEPs and brief them on the requirements of the law and issue them
appropriate guidelines on the security measures.
3.8
The SDPO and SHO shall specifically brief the owners/management of
establishments like education institutions, cinema halls, bus terminals and banks on the
security measures in accordance with guidelines attached with OG24/2014.
4
Violations of the Provisions of the SVEP Ordinance:- The SHO shall take action
against the sensitive or vulnerable establishments and places identified by the Security
Advisory Committee for violations of the provisions of the SVEP Ordinance.
4.1
The SVEP who has been issued a security advisory is required to implement such
advisory within 30 days. In case of failure, the SHO concerned shall issue a warning in
writing to the owner/management asking him to implement the advisory within 15 days.
Such warning shall be entered into both the Daily Diary and the SVEP Register.
4.2
In case of non-compliance after the issuance of warning, the SHO shall take action
under the provision of the law for the suspension of operations of the concerned
establishment or place and legal action against the owner/management in accordance with
the law.
4.3
In case the owner/management of SVEP has failed to comply with the provisions of
the law and subsequently an offense takes place or sabotage activity is carried out on the
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same establishment, such owner/management shall be challaned in the same case for
criminal negligence and violation of the law.
4.4
In case any offense is committed or sabotage activity carried out on the premises of
SVEP that has not been already inspected by the SHO and SDPO, the concerned officers
will be placed under suspension and departmental action shall be initiated against him.
5
Monitoring and Reporting:- The Head of District Police shall establish an SVEP
Security Monitoring Unit in his office under his personal supervision.
5.1
The Head of District Police shall be responsible to maintain a Police Station-wise list
of all sensitive and vulnerable establishments and places. The list shall be regularly
reviewed and updated.
5.2
The Head of District Police shall maintain a record of all security advisory issued in
pursuance of the provisions of the law.
5.3
The Head of District Police shall ensure that the meetings of the Security Advisory
Committee are regularly convened for giving effect to the provisions of the SVEP Ordinance
2014.
5.4
The Head of District Police shall send a fortnightly report to the Addl: IGP Operations
in respect of each security advice issued; security measures adopted by each SVEP in
pursuance of the advice; and the penal action taken against owners/management in cases
of violation.
5.5
The Addl: IGP Operations shall compile a summary of all reports so received from
the District Heads of Police and submit the same, along with his observations and
recommendations to the Inspector General of Police on the 7th and 25thdays of every
month.

(NASIR KHAN DURRANI)
Inspector General of Police
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar

No.2558-98/PPO, Dated Peshawar 8th April 2014
Copy for information and necessary action to:1. All Heads of Police Offices;
2. The Capital City Police Officer, Peshawar;
3. All Regional Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
4. All District Police Officers.
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5.
6.

Director IT CPO with the direction to email scanned copy to all concerned;
PSO to IGP.

(MUBARAK ZEB) PSP
DIG Headquarters
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar
OFFICE OF THE
THE INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE
KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA
Central Police Office, Peshawar

1

Operational Guidelines: Identification Process of Un-Identified Dead Bodies
OG-20/2014
Objective

It has been noted with grave concern that whenever an un-identified dead body is
recovered, the Investigation Officer (IO) responding to the crime scene is usually unaware
or deficient in the skills required to ascertain the dead body’s identity through finger prints.
In order to enable the IO to promptly identify the un-identified dead body through
fingerprints, the following guidelines are issued to be followed in letter and spirit.
2
Establishment of Biometrics and Finger Print Units in SP Investigation OfficeAdditional IG Investigation should ensure the establishment of dedicated biometrics and
Finger Print Unit (FPU), in the office of every district’s SP Investigation. The unit shall be
equipped with a laptop and finger print reader. The unit shall remain available round the
clock and shall respond whenever their services are requisitioned by the concerned SDPO.
3
Training:- Director IT, CPO will be responsible to train the members of every
district’s BFPU in using the finger print reader and other allied equipment.
4
Responsibility of Finger Print Unit:- On the receipt of information about
un-identified dead body, the concerned SDPO & SHO shall call the Finger Print Unit (FPU)
through the District’s Wireless Control. The Wireless Control shall inform the SP
Investigation to dispatch the finger print unit to the scene of crime. The Wireless Control
shall maintain a log of all such calls, detailing the call and response time.
4.1
It shall be the responsibility of the SP investigation to ensure that the Finger Print
Unit (FPU) reaches the scene of crime well in time.
5.
Lifting of Finger Print:- The Finger Print Unit shall take pictures of the dead body
and lift all ten fingerprints of the dead body through the following three modes:
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a)

b)

Automated Finger Print Reader by FPU:- The FPU shall lift all ten finger
prints through the automated finger print reader and save the same in their
laptop.
Manual Finger Print Lifting by FPU:- The FPU shall also lift all ten finger
prints manually on paper or finger print lifting tape.

5.1
After lifting of finger prints through the above said modes, the FPU shall send the
lifted finger prints forthwith to FSL, Peshawar, Director IT CPO and NADRA.
5.3
While at the crime scene, the Finger Print Unit shall work under the supervision of
the SHO and Investigation Officer present at the crime scene.
6
Role of Investigation Officer:- The concerned Investigation Officer shall be
responsible to follow up the identification progress from Finger Print Unit and will be
responsible to ensure the identification within 48 hours.
7

Reporting:- Every district’s SP Investigation shall send a monthly report, through the
respective RPO, to the Addl IG Investigation CPO Peshawar by 7th day of each month as
per the attached format.
8.

Addl IG Investigation shall compile the monthly progress of every district and submit
the same to the Inspector General of Police on 15th day of every month.

(NASIR KHAN DURRANI)
Inspector General of Police
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar

No.18064-19014/PPO, Dated Peshawar 31th December 2014
Copy for information and necessary action to:1. All Heads of Police Offices;
2. The Addl: IG Investigations Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, CPO Peshawar;
3. The Addl: IG Special Branch Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
4. The Capital City Police Officer Peshawar;
5. All Regional Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
6. All District Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
7. The AIG BDU;
8. Director Forensic Science Laboratory (FSL), Peshawar;
9. Director IT CPO with the direction to email copies to all concerned;
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10. PSO to IGP.

(M. SOHAIB ASHRAF) PSP
PSO to IGP
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar

District ______________
For the Month of ______________
Monthly Report
Identification of Un-Identified Dead Bodies
OG-20/2014
S
#

Place
Where
Dear Body
was found

Name of
Police
Station/Polic
e
Post

Gender
of
Dead
Body

Approx.
age of
dead
body

FIR
/Daily
Diary
No
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Date &
Time of
Wireles
s
Call by
SHO for
FPU

Date
&
Time
of
FPU’s
arrival
at
Scen
e of
Crime

Total
Time
Taken
to
identify
the
dead
body

Name of
Identified
Decease
d

Status of
Identificatio
n
from
NADRA

OFFICE OF THE
THE INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE
KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA
Central Police Office, Peshawar

Operational Guidelines: Verification of CNICs
OG-21/2014
1.

Objective

CNIC verification is an extremely important function that needs to be undertaken with
due diligence. Cases of doubtful identity are referred to the Special Branch for verification.
Due to the absence of a proper SOP for verification, complaints of malpractices surface
frequently.
In order to streamline the process, the following guidelines are issued which should
be followed invariably besides other measures.
2.
Collection of Information from Applicant:- The applicant desirous of getting their
CNIC verified should be made to fill the form # KPPolice/SB/Ver/2014-A attached as
Annexure-A. The information so provided shall be deemed to have been provided under
oath and a declaration to this effect shall also be reflected in the Affidavit. False declaration
of information shall entail legal action.
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3.
Verification of Information by Special Branch:- Once the applicants provide their
information by filling the form attached as Annexure-A, it shall be the responsibility of
Special Branch to verify the information and based on their findings the Special Branch
should then complete the verification process.

(NASIR KHAN DURRANI)
Inspector General of Police
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar

No.205-45/PPO, Dated Peshawar 7th January 2015
Copy for information and necessary action to:1. All Heads of Police Offices;
2. The Addl: IG Investigations Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, CPO Peshawar;
3. The Addl: IG Special Branch Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
4. The Capital City Police Officer Peshawar;
5. All Regional Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
6. All District Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
7. The AIG BDU;
8. Director Forensic Science Laboratory (FSL), Peshawar;
9. PSO to IGP.

(M. SOHAIB ASHRAF) PSP
PSO to IGP
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar
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OFFICE OF THE
THE INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE
KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA
Central Police Office, Peshawar

Operational Guidelines:
Placement of Innocent Accused in Column No. 2 of Challan Form
OG-22/2014
1

Objective:
In order to ensure fair and just investigations, the following procedure must be
followed in true letter and spirit whenever an accused is declared innocent and placed in
column#2 of Challan Form:
a)
b)

Circle In-charge Investigation/SDPO shall personally verify the investigation
and furnish a proper case diary to that effect.
Consequent to the verification of investigation and submission of case diary
by the SDPO, the concerned SP Investigation shall also personally verify the
investigation and its findings. The verification should be done by the SP
Investigation in the presence of both parties and the Investigation Officer.
Upon verifying the investigation findings, the SP Investigation shall also give
a case diary to that effect.

(NASIR KHAN DURRANI)
Inspector General of Police
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar

No.19065-2015/PPO, Dated Peshawar 31th December 2014
Copy for information and necessary action to:1. All Heads of Police Offices;
2. The Addl: IG Investigations Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, CPO Peshawar;
3. The Addl: IG Special Branch Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
4. The Capital City Police Officer Peshawar;
5. All Regional Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
6. All District Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
7. The AIG BDU;
8. Director Forensic Science Laboratory (FSL), Peshawar;
9. Director IT CPO with the direction to email copies to all concerned;
10. PSO to IGP.

(M. SOHAIB ASHRAF) PSP
PSO to IGP
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Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar

OFFICE OF THE
THE INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE
KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA
Central Police Office, Peshawar

Operational Guidelines: Capacity Building of SP Investigation Office
OG-23/2014
2

Objective:

In order to enable investigation staff of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Police to conduct the
investigations on modern scientific lines it is essential to enhance the capacity of
investigation wing in all districts across the province by equipping them with modern
scientific investigative tools.
For the said purpose, the following specialized scientific units shall be established in
the office of every SP Investigation in the province on priority basis.
3.

Establishment of Specialized Units in SP Investigation Office.
a)

Finger Print Unit:- A dedicated Finger Print Unit (FPU) shall be established
in the office of every SP Investigation. The unit shall be equipped with laptop
computer, finger print reader device and manual finger print lifting kit.

b)

Cellular Forensic Unit:- A dedicated Cellular Forensic Unit comprising of
well trained staff and requisite hardware and software shall be established in
the offices of SP Investigations across the province.

c)

Crime Scene Photography Monitoring Unit:- Every SP Investigation must
have a Crime Scene Photography Monitoring (CSPM) unit in his office. The
unit shall submit the crime scene photography for all heinous cases taken
through dedicated geo tagging teams to the SP Investigation for his perusal
on daily basis. SP investigations must closely monitor the quality of crime
scene photographs and convey any shortcoming/observation to the
concerned IOs through memo (Parwana).

d)

Vehicle Verification System (VVS) Unit:- There shall be dedicated VVS unit
in the office of every SP Investigation for ascertaining the status and
ownership of suspicious vehicles.

e)

Criminal Record Verification System (CRVS) Unit:- Every SP Investigation
shall have a CRVS unit in his office for verifying and cross-referencing the
previous criminal record of accused.
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f)

Identification Verification System (IVS) Unit:- Every SP Investigation shall
have the IVS unit in his office for verifying the CNIC and identity of accused.

3
Budget for Establishment of Specialized Units:- Additional IG Investigation will be
responsible to arrange the requisite equipments and establish the above said units from the
existing budget of investigation wing.

(NASIR KHAN DURRANI)
Inspector General of Police
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar

No.19015-64/PPO Dated Peshawar 31th December 2014
Copy for information and necessary action to:1. All Heads of Police Offices;
2. The Addl: IG Investigations Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, CPO Peshawar;
3. The Addl: IG Special Branch Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
4. The Capital City Police Officer Peshawar;
5. All Regional Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
6. All District Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
7. The AIG BDU;
8. Director Forensic Science Laboratory (FSL), Peshawar;
9. PSO to IGP.

(M. SOHAIB ASHRAF) PSP
PSO to IGP
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar
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OFFICE OF THE
THE INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE
KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA
Central Police Office, Peshawar

Operational Guidelines:
Security Guidelines for Educational Institutions, Public Transport, Bus Stands,
Cinemas & Banks
OG-24/2014
9.

Objective

These guidelines, issued in continuation of the earlier guidelines issued in
OG-19/2014 titled Security of Sensitive and Vulnerable Establishments and Places (SVEP),
spell out the security guidelines to be followed in letter and spirit by the
owners/managements of educational institutions, public transport/bus stands, cinemas and
banks.
With the passage of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Sensitive and Vulnerable Establishments
and Places (Security) Ordinance 2014, the instructions issued in OG-19/2014 and
OG-24/2014 shall be complied with forthwith to ensure speedy implementation of the law
and its monitoring.
10.
Security Guidelines:- The security guidelines for the titled places/establishments
are attached herewith as per the following format:
Sr.No
1
2
3
4

Establishment/Place
Educational Institutions
Public Transport/Bus Stands
Cinemas
Banks

Security Guideline Number
KP-OG24/SG(I)/2014
KP-OG24/SG(II)/2014
KP-OG24/SG(III)/2014
KP-OG24/SG(IV)/2014

11.
Issuance of Security Guidelines to Managements/Owners:- The enclosed
security guidelines shall be communicated in writing to the owners/management of all
educational institutions, public transport/bus stands, cinemas and banks by the concerned
SDPO along with a covering letter bearing his signatures and date of issuance of these
guidelines.
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3.1
A copy of the issued guideline along with the respective covering letter of SDPO
shall be attached in the pages allotted to the particular establishment/place in the SVEP
register required to be maintained in each police station as per the guidelines issued vide
OG-19/2014.
12.
Briefing of Owners/Management of Educational Institutions, Public
Transport/Bus Stands, Cinemas & Banks:- The SDPOs and SHOs shall specifically brief
the owners/managements of titled establishments about the instructions issued in the
respective guidelines and the provisions of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Sensitive and Vulnerable
Establishments and Places (Security) Ordinance 2014.

13.
Inspection by SHO and SDPO:-In pursuance of the directions issued vide
OG-19/2014; all SHOs and SDPOs shall inspect the said establishments/places in such a
manner that each establishment/place is inspected by them as per the following schedule:
Place/Establishment
Educational Institutions
Public Transport/Bus Stands
Cinemas
Banks

SHO
Once a week
Once in a fortnight
Once in a month
Once in a fortnight

SDPO
Once in a fortnight
Once in a month
Once in a month
Once in a month

5.1
The SHOs shall also task the beat officers to visit and inspect all sensitive
establishments and places including the said places/establishments during their daily
patrolling.
5.2
The inspecting officer i.e SDPOs, SHOs and beat officers must log in his activities
relating to inspection with district Wireless Control.
5.3
Consequent to each inspection, the inspecting officer shall prepare a proper
inspection report and paste it in the section allotted to the inspected SVEP in the SVEP
Register maintained in each police station and send a copy to the office of the concerned
SDPO.
5.4
The SDPO of each sub-division shall be responsible for maintaining the record of all
such inspections and preparing a consolidated report of all inspections of SVEPs carried out
in his sub-division on weekly basis by the beat officers, SHOs and himself which shall then
be forwarded to office of DPO regularly.
14.
Action against Owners/Managements Failing to Comply with Security
Guidelines:- The inspecting officer shall check as to whether the directions issued in the
security guidelines are implemented or not. The inspecting officers shall undertake legal
action under Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Sensitive and Vulnerable Establishments and Places
(Security) Ordinance 2014 against the owners/managements of the said
establishments/places who fail to comply with the attached guidelines.
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6.1
A report of the legal action so taken shall be sent to Operations Branch, CPO for
information.
15.
Supervision:-SDPOs and SHOs shall personally supervise the inspections as per
the given schedule and undertaking legal action against those failing to comply with the
guidelines.
7.1
SDPOs, SHOs and Addl SHO (Security) shall be personally responsible to ensure
that they or their staff do not abuse the powers vested in police under the Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa Sensitive and Vulnerable Establishments and Places (Security) Ordinance
2014.
8.
Monitoring and Reporting:- Details of inspection and legal action undertaken in
consequence of the aforementioned directions shall be sent to Addl IG OPS by respective
DPOs as per the attached Performa on monthly basis. The reports shall reach the office of
Addl IG OPS no later than 14th of each month.

(NASIR KHAN DURRANI)
Inspector General of Police
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar

No20116-66/PPO Dated Peshawar 31th December 2014
Copy for information and necessary action to:1. All Heads of Police Offices;
2. The Addl: IG Investigations Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, CPO Peshawar;
3. The Addl: IG Special Branch Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
4. The Capital City Police Officer Peshawar;
5. All Regional Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
6. All District Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
7. The AIG BDU;
8. Director Forensic Science Laboratory (FSL), Peshawar;
9. Director IT CPO with the direction to email copies to all concerned;
10. PSO to IGP.

(M. SOHAIB ASHRAF) PSP
PSO to IGP
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar
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OFFICE OF THE
THE INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE
KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA
Central Police Office, Peshawar

OPERATIONAL GUIDELINES:
ROLE OF CIRCLE INVESTIGATION OFFICER (CIO) AS INCHARGE INVESTIGATION
IN HEINOUS CASES
OG-25/2014
1.

Introduction:

It has been observed with grave concern that the quality of investigation in heinous
cases is not up to the mark. In order to improve the quality of investigation in heinous cases
the following guidelines are issued for information and further necessary action.
2.
Objective:- To enhance the level and quality of supervision of investigation in
heinous cases by CIO.
3.
Heinous Cases:-Heinous cases include all cases of murder, dacoity, highway
robbery/harraba, rape, extortion and kidnapping for ransom.
4.

Responsibilities of CIO:- The CIO shall have the following responsibilities.
a)

The CIO must visit the crime scene immediately and give the first case diary
after crime scene inspection. In addition to all the requisite components of the
first case diary, the case diary shall include the description of crime scene,
statement of the complainant(s) and statement of the witnesses.

b)

The CIO must supervise the subsequent investigation closely and write case
diaries on weekly basis.

c)

On the arrest of an accused involved in a heinous case, the CIO must verify
the involvement of arrested accused personally and submit a special case
diary.

d)

In all of the abovementioned heinous cases, the CIO shall give his final
tasdeeqi zimni before the case is challaned to the court. The CIO shall write
the tasdeeqi zimni after perusing the case file, examining the Investigating
Officer and listening to both the complainant(s) and accused(s).

5.

Supervision:
It will be the responsibility of the concerned SP Investigation to ensure that the CIOs
comply with these directions in true letter and spirit.
6.

Monitoring & Reporting:
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All Heads of Investigation will be responsible to send progress reports in light of the
guidelines to the Addl IG Investigation on fortnightly basis as per the following format.
Note: In cases where SDPOs are working as CIOs, the SDPOs will be responsible for
implementation of these guidelines within their jurisdictions.

(NASIR KHAN DURRANI)
Inspector General of Police
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar
No.21261-213/PPO Dated Peshawar 31th December 2014
Copy for information and necessary action to:
1. All heads of Police Offices;
2. The Addl IG Operations Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
3. The Addl IG Investigation Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
4. The Capital City Police Officer;
5. All Regional Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
6. All District Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
7. All SSPs/SPs Investigation in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
8. Director IT CPO with the direction to email copies to all concerned;
9. PSO to IGP

(M SOHAIB ASHRAF) PSP
PSO to IGP
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar
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Annexure-A

No of heinous cases registered during
fortnight

No of cases in which the first case diary
was written by CIO

No of heinous cases under investigation
during fortnight

No of cases in which weekly case diary
was written by CIO

No of heinous cases accused arrested
during fortnight

No of cases in which case diary was
written by CIO on arrest of an accused

No of heinous cases challaned to court
during fortnight

No of cases in which tasdeeqi zimni was
given by CIO
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OFFICE OF THE
THE INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE
KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA
Central Police Office, Peshawar

OPERATIONAL GUIDELINES:
SECURITY CLEARNACE OF POLICE PERSONNEL
OG-26/2014
1.

Objective

In view of the current security situation, the security clearance of police personnel is
of paramount importance. For this purpose, it is essential to carry out security clearance of
all KP Police Personnel from BS-1 to BS-17 (both executive and ministerial). These
guidelines are therefore issued to be followed in letter and spirit.
2.
Procedure of Filling Security Clearance Form:- Each Police Officer and Official
serving in KP Police shall personally fill Part-I of the Police Security Clearance (PSC) Form
attached herewith and submit the same to his supervisory officer for verification.
2.1 In Part II of the Form, the Supervisory Officers (not les than BS-17) shall verify the
credentials of the police officer/official under his command.
9.2 Each Security Clearance Form, duly filled and verified by the supervisory officer, shall
be sent by the supervisory officer through the concerned DPO/RPO/CCPO/Unit Head to the
Addl: IG Special Branch for further verification.
9.3 The Addl IG Special Branch shall verify all entries in Part I and Part II of the Security
Clearance Form who shall return the Forms along with his report to the concerned DPO/
RPO/CCPO/Unit Head. Special Branch report shall be incorporated in Part III of the Form.
9.4 All RPOs/CCPO/Unit Heads shall send to DIG Headquarters a weekly report on the
security clearance of KP Police Personnel on the profarma enclosed with these guidelines.
9.5 Adverse reports by the supervisory officer or Special Branch, if any, shall be entered
in red ink into the personal file of the officer/official. Such entry shall be signed by an officer
of BS-17 or above.
9.6 The Security Clearance Form shall be kept in the personal file of the concerned
officer/official for further reference.
9.7 Filled and verified Security Clearance Forms shall be entered into the main database
developed for this purpose.
3.
Departmental/legal action in case of adverse report. On return of the Form from
Special Branch, the concerned SP/DPO/RPO/CCPO/Unit Head shall take
legal/departmental action in case any official is found involved or suspected to be involved in
criminal activity or militancy. The following SOP shall be followed in this regard.
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9.1
An officer/official found involved in a criminal case of moral turpitude shall be
immediately placed under suspension and in addition to criminal proceedings, departmental
action shall be initiated against him.
9.2
An officer/official found involved in a criminal case other then moral turpitude shall be
departmentally proceeded against if challaned in the subject case.
9.3
An officer/official found involved in militancy shall be immediately placed under
suspension and legal as well as departmental action shall be initiated against him. If found
guilty either in the departmental proceedings or in the criminal case, such officer/official shall
be dismissed from service. Moreover, criminal cases of such officers/officials shall be
investigated and finalized finalized.
9.4
An officer/official whose family members are found involved in militancy shall not be
posted on positions where they can have access to critical information. CTD and Special
Branch may keep such officer/official and his other family members under surveillance. In
addition, the following steps shall also be taken:
a. Cell phone numbers of such office/official and his family members may be
obtained from time to time and analysed to ascertain whether he is in contact
with his family members suspected of involvement in militancy.
b. In case any contact of such police officer/official with militants is established,
both criminal and departmental action shall be initiated against such
officer/official.
4.
Adverse reports of the Special Branch not covered in the above categories
shall be referred to the concerned SP/DPO/RPO/CCPO or Unit Head for further
departmental action.

(NASIR KHAN DURRANI)
Inspector General of Police
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar

No. 21311-370/PPO Dated Peshawar 31-12-2014
Copy for information and necessary action to:1.
All Heads of Police Offices;
2. The Capital City Police Officer Peshawar;
3. All Regional Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
4. All District Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
5. DIG CTD, Peshawar;
6. All SPs Investigation in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
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7.
8.
9.
10.

The AIG BDU;
Director Forensic Science Laboratory (FSL), Peshawar;
Director IT with the direction to email copies to all concerned;
PSO to IGP.
(MUBARAK ZEB) PSP
DIG Headquarters
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar

SECURITY CLEARANCE OF KP POLICE
WEEKLY PROGRESS DIARY TO BE SENT TO DIG HQ

Region/Unit______________
1
Total Number
of employees in
District/Region/
Unit
(Rank wise)

2
Number of
forms filled by
individual
officers/official
s

Dated:__________

3
Number of
forms verified
by supervisory
officers

4
Number of
forms sent to
Special
Branch for
verification

5
Number of
forms
received from
Special
Branch duly
verified

6
No of forms
with
negative/
adverse
remarks as
per details
below

Details of Legal/Departmental Action

A- List of officials/officers involved in criminal cases and details of action initiated by
SP/DPO/RPO/CPO/Unit Head.
B- List of officers/officials involved in cases of militancy and details of action initiated by
SP/DPO/RPO/CCPO/Unit Head.
C- List of officers/officials whose family members (with names) are suspected of
involvement in militancy and details of action initiated by SP/DPO/RPO/CCPO/Unit
Head.
D- List of officers/officials receiving adverse remarks from Special Branch not covered by
any of the above categories and details of action initiated by SP/DPO/RPO/CCPO/Unit
Head.
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KP-OG-26/PSC/2014

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

OFFICE OF THE
THE INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE
KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA
Central Police Office, Peshawar

OPERATIONAL GUIDELINES:
SECURITY CLEARNACE AND VERIFICATION OF EMPLOYEES
OF POLICE DEPARTMENT AT INITIAL APPOINTMENT
OG-27/2014
1.

Objective

Hundreds of new employees are annually appointed in Police Department as
Constables, Ministerial and IT staff and ASIs. In view of the current security situation, the
security clearance of personnel at the stage of initial appointment is of paramount
importance. For this purpose, it is essential to carry out security clearance and verification of
all personnel at initial appointment. These guidelines are therefore issued to be followed in
letter and spirit.
2.
All candidates shall, at the stage of initial appointment, personally fill and sign the
Security Clearance and Verification (SCV) Form attached herewith.

3.
The concerned Head of District Police shall distribute the SCV Forms to the
candidates selected for appointment. The candidates shall submit the SCV Forms within
stipulated time as determined by the Head of District Police.

4.
The selected candidates shall submit the SCV Form to the concerned Head of
District Police who shall verify the details/credentials mentioned in the Form through the
Police Station of permanent residence of the candidate as well as from all such Police
Stations where the candidate has resided for more than 6 months during 10 years preceding
his/her appointment.

5.
After verification from the Police Stations, the Head of District Police shall send the
forms to the Addl IG Special Branch for further verification, which shall return the verified
forms within 15 days.

6.
No candidate shall be recruited in Police Department without completing the process
of security clearance and verification in the above-prescribed manner. Other terms and
conditions of recruitment shall apply as per rules.
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7.
Any candidate who wilfully or deliberately concealed facts shall forfeit his/her right to
be recruited and he/she shall be liable to be proceeded against in accordance with law and
rules.

(NASIR KHAN DURRANI)
Inspector General of Police
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar

No. 21371-430/PPO Dated Peshawar 31-12-2014
Copy for information and necessary action to:1. All Heads of Police Offices;
2. The Addl: IG Investigations Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, CPO Peshawar;
3. The Addl: IG Special Branch Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
4. The Capital City Police Officer Peshawar;
5. All Regional Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
6. All District Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
7. The AIG BDU;
8. Director Forensic Science Laboratory (FSL), Peshawar;
9. Director IT CPO with the direction to email copies to all concerned;
10. PSO to IGP.

(MUBARAK ZEB) PSP
DIG Headquarters
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa,
Peshawar.
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KP-OG-27/SCV/2014

CONFIDENTIAL
Photograph
Security Clearance and Verification Form
for initial Appointment Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Police Department
(To be filled in by the Candidate personally)
1. Name __________________________ 2. Father’s Name

_______________________

3. Father Profession._________________ 4. Caste

_____________________________

5. Religion ________________________ 6. Sect

______________________________

7. Date of Birth/Age ________________

8. District of Domicile

____________________
9. Present Address

_____________________________________________________

10. Permanent Address

___________________________________________________

11. Police Station ____________________ 12. Mobile No. __________________________
13. NIC No. ________________________ 14. Passport No. ________________________
(Please attach copy)

(Please attach copy)

15. Previous Experience in Govt. Service (Army/Police/Civil) ________________________
16. (a) Post Held with Grade

________________________________________________

16. (b) Date of Leaving Govt. Service __________________________________________
16. (c) Reasons for leaving Govt. Service

_____________________________________
(Please attach copy)

17. Educational Qualification:Certificate/Degree

Name of Institution
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Year

18. Family Detail
S No.
Name of
Relative

Relation
(father/Brother/So
n/Br. In Law)

Occupation

19.
Previous Job Experience
S.No Previous Experience
Period

Age
(Approximate)

Name & Address of
Employer

Address

Year

1.
2.
3.

20.
Office Bearer of any Union in Past/Present
S.No Name of the Union
Post Held

Year

1.
2.
3.
4.

21.

Whether arrested, prosecuted or convicted in any case terrorism or otherwise
and restricted or exhorted, if so, full particulars including dates should be
furnished.
_________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________

22. Detail of Registered Criminal Cases (if any)
S.No Case No. &

Office/Under

Police Station /
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Result of

Court

Date

Section

District

Investigation

Decision

1.
2.
3.

23. Three Reference with Their Names & Address
S.No Name & Parentage
Designation/Busines
s

Address

Phone No.

1.
2.
3.

24.

Detail of Military/Jihadi Training (if received)

Yes.
If yes:
25.

No.

Year __________________ Place_________________________________
Affiliation with Defunct Religious Organization (Present/Previous) ______________
_________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
Post held____________________________

26.

Year______________________

Affiliation of any family member (as indicated in Column No. 18) with any defunct
organization
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
Position Held________________________ Year__________________________

27.

Any family member (as included in Colum No. 18) arrest, prosecuted, as in any case,
terrorism or otherwise and restricted or exhausted, if so full particulars including
dates should be furnished.
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

28.

Declaration:
(i)
I solemnly affirm and declare that all the information given above is correct to
the best of knowledge and I have not concealed any face.
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(ii)

I further undertake that neither me nor any of my family members is involved
in any suspicious criminal activity and no case is registered against me
except as given in column No. 22 I may be prosecuted if I have concealed
any facts or have given wrong information.

Name_________________________________s/o ___________________________

Thumb Impression

Signature________________
Date:

________________

Note:-Attach certified copies of the following documents:1. CNIC
2. Photograph
3. Discharge Certificate (If ex-employee)

OFFICE OF THE
THE INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE
KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA
Central Police Office, Peshawar

OPERATIONAL GUIDELINES:
SOP for the Security of Transport Busses
Carrying Members of Vulnerable Communities
OG-28/2015
1. Objectives.
It has been observed that public transport buses carrying members of vulnerable /
target communities, e.g Ahl-e-Tashe of Gilgit Baltistan and Parachanar,
Ismaeilis, Hazaras, and students of educational institutions, are soft targets and
are often attacked by militants / terrorists during journey. In order to improve the
security of such busses during, the following guidelines are issued to be followed in
letter and spirit.
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2. The CCPO/DPOs shall prepare a list of such vulnerable communities and schools,
colleges, etc in their districts who use exclusive /special busses for commuting.
3. The CCPO/DPOs shall issue clear instructions to the management of such
vulnerable communities and educational institutions to deploy at least one armed
security guard in each bus, having licensed weapon.

4. The CCPO/DPOs shall assist the managements of such busses to obtain licenses
from the concerned authorities.
5. The CCPO/DPOs shall assist the managements in the basic weapon handling
training of the guards.

6. The security guards deployed in the busses shall be briefed to strictly observe the
following.
a. The bus shall not be stopped midway during journey except at designated places for
the purpose of re-fuelling, prayers and meals.
b. The doors of the busses shall remain closed during movement and no stranger shall
be allowed to board on the bus, except at the starting station.
7. CCPO/DPOs shall report compliance of the measures adopted in pursuance of these
guidelines within 10 days to the additional Inspector General of Police, without fail.

(NASIR KHAN DURRANI)
Inspector General of Police
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar

No. 3734-94/PPO Dated Peshawar 14th May, 2015.
Copy for information and necessary action to:1. All Heads of Police Offices;
2. The Capital City Police Officer Peshawar;
3. All Regional Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
4. All District Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
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5.
6.

Director IT CPO with the direction to email copies to all concerned;
PSO to IGP.

(MUBARAK ZEB) PSP
DIG Headquarters
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar
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OFFICE OF THE
THE INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE
KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA
Central Police Office, Peshawar

OPERATIONAL GUIDELINES:
Raids / Search & Strike Operations
OG-29/2015
1.

Objective

The lives of the Police personnel are very precious not only for their families but also
for the department. Any ill-planned raid or operation is likely to result in loss of life
and property which creates a demoralizing effect on the society as well as police.
Therefore, utmost care & caution has to be taken while conducting raids and
operations.

2.

Planning

Planning and reconnaissance (recce) are of paramount importance and play a
pivotal role in success of any raid or search & strike operation. The recce must be
conducted to ascertain the:

3.

2.1

exit and entry points;

2.2

vantage points;

2.3

nature & character of the houses to be raided or searched;

2.4

possibility of presence of arms & ammunition;

2.5

presence of other criminals / militants in the vicinity etc

Threat Assessment

A proper threat assessment should be made focusing upon the type, magnitude and
source of reaction / retaliation likely to be faced. A contingency plan to handle any
untoward situation must be planned and catered for.
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4.

Logistics

During raids and S & S operations following logistics should be arranged / made
available on call:
4.1

Ambulance & APCs

4.6

Anti-riot unit equipped with batons & tear
gas

5.

4.2

Search lights &NVDs

4.7

Handcuffs

4.3

VVS,CRVS & IVS

4.8

Wireless Gadgets

4.4

Sniffer Dogs & BDS unit

4.5

Video Recording

Safety Gadgets

The police personnel must wear the protective gear, that is,
5.1

Bullet-proof jackets

5.2

Bullet-proof helmets

A First Aid Kit should also be present for providing on spot medical assistance in
case of any eventuality.

6.

Outer Cordon

All the vulnerable points in the outer cordon which may provide exit route or may be
used for re-enforcement by the militants / criminals should be manned by sufficient
s
t
r
e
n
g
t
h
.
7.

Inner Cordon

All the vantage points in the inner cordon should be covered by deploying sufficient
strength on ground and roof-tops.

8.

Entering for Search
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9.

8.1

The police party making an entry should always be on high alert positions.

8.2

First, efforts should be made to persuade the inmates to come outside the
house voluntarily.

8.3

In case the resident doesn’t come out voluntarily, the door should be opened
forcibly but with due care such that the personnel making the entry are fully
protected.

8.4

The neighbors, relatives or friends in the vicinity should also be associated
for this purpose.

Searching of House

The House should always be searched in presence of the family member. The house
should be searched for the following purposes:
9.1

Deletion of IEDs / explosives etc with the help of sniffer dogs & BDS unit

9.2

Verification of the vehicles, CNIC and criminal record of the inhabitants with
the help of VVS, IVS & CRVS

9.3

Presence of illegal immigrant

9.4

Identification of new tenants who have not registered their TIFs in the Police
Stations

On completion of search, a certificate should be obtained from the owner
stating whether police has recovered / seized anything from the premises of
the house or not.
10.

General Precautions

The women and children should be segregated and lady constables should
be deputed for their body search. The police personnel should not resort to
any sort of violence during searching of the house.

11.

Timing

The raids and S&S operations should be conducted preferably at the dawn
(with the appearance of first light).
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12.

Operational Commanders

12.1

The SDPO will be the operational commander in all S & S operations. He
would personally supervise the operations. The SSP Operations or DPO and
divisional SsP must be in the knowledge of the operation and ensure that the
instant OG has been fully be complied with.

12.2

In case of general raids, the SHO should personally lead the action.
However, in case of any urgency or emergency, the upper subordinate
nominated would be the in-charge of the raid.

13.

Video Recording

The efforts should be made for video recording of the raids and S & S
operations.

14.

Briefing & Inspection

Prior to any raid or S & S operation, the concerned SHO or Moharar should
inspect the following:
14.1

Police Personnel are wearing the safely gadgets

14.2

condition of arms & ammunition

14.3

logistics mentioned at para No.4 are available or are on call.

14.4

police personnel have been properly briefed

* The Moharar should record a report of all the inspection proceedings in the
daily diary.

15.

Preparedness

Nothing should be taken for granted and the force should be briefed about
the way to handle the worst possible scenario.
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Note:

The RPOs and DPOs should arrange a briefing session to explain this
SOP to SDPOs and SHOs. The should be translated it into Urdu and circulated
for implementation.

(NASIR KHAN DURRANI)
Inspector General of Police
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar

No. 10054-100/PPO Dated Peshawar 11th December, 2015
Copy for information and necessary action to:1.
All Heads of Police Offices;
2. The Capital City Police Officer Peshawar;
3. All Regional Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
4. All District Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
5. Director IT CPO with the direction to email copies to all concerned;

(MUHAMMAD AFZAL)PSP
PSO to IGP
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar
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OFFICE OF THE
THE INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE
KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA
Central Police Office, Peshawar

Operational Guidelines:
Public Liaison Councils (PLCs)
OG-30/2015

The Public Liaison Councils would be formed in every Village /
Neighbourhood Council in each district in line with the following instructions:
Membership
1. The total members of each Public Liaison Council would range from 6-8 depending
upon the size of the village / neighborhoods council.
2. The half of its members would be from the elected members of the concerned Village /
neighborhoods Council and the remaining half would be from the general masses but of
high reputation and integrity in the area.
3. The members would be selected after proper verification from the special branch.

Tenure
4. The tenure of the members would be two years.

Selection

5. The DPO or SSP Operations will notify the members on the recommendation of a
committee constituted by the RPO or CCPO as the case may be. The committee will be
headed by an officer of the rank of Superintendent of Police serving in the region.
6. The committee will give due attention to the repute of the members recommended.
Powers

7. The members of the councils would have the following powers:
a. Power to issue first warning for violations of Amplifier Act in mosques, shops and
marketplaces
b. Power to check tenant acknowledgement receipt
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c. Power to verify the credentials of landlord as well as tenants
d. Power to monitor the activities of released convicts / accused
anti-social elements

and other

Functions
8. The council would perform the following functions:
a. Assist the local police in crime prevention & maintenance of public order;
b. Inform the local police about the tensions in the area which can lead to violence;
c. Inform the local police about any development affecting the general public;
d. Inform the local police about new tenants in the area;
e. Inform the local police about misuse of loud-speaker and hate speeches in the
area;
f.

Inform the local police about any anti-social activity prevalent in the area; and

g. Any other function approved by the Inspector General of Police.
9. In case of any law and order situation, the local police would seek their assistance in
resolving the issue.
Liaison SOP

10. The SHO would maintain Village / Neighbourhood Council wise information registers to
record all kind of information provided by the members of these committees.

11. The SHO would hold periodical meetings with the members of the committees to review
their performance.

12. SDPO to inspect and verify the Village / Neighbourhood Council wise information
registers during the monthly informal inspection.

13. A list of contact numbers of the members of the committees would be maintained in the
Police Stations and offices of the SDPO, Divisional SP and DPO / SSP Operations.
SHO and the beat officers would maintain a separate liaison with the committees. The
supervisory officers would maintain a liaison with the members through telephone and
seek information regarding the crime and other policing issues in the area.
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Training

14. DPOs / SSP Operations would hold training workshop for the members of the
committees to brief them about the importance, role and functioning of these
committees.

(NASIR KHAN DURRANI)
Inspector General of Police
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar

No. 13687-730/PPO Dated Peshawar 18th December, 2015
Copy for information and necessary action to:1. All Heads of Police Offices;
2. The Capital City Police Officer Peshawar;
3. All Regional Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
4. All District Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
5. Director IT CPO with the direction to email copies to all concerned

(MUHAMMAD AFZAL)PSP
PSO to IGP
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar

OFFICE OF THE
THE INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE
KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA
Central Police Office, Peshawar

Operational Guidelines:
Security of Banks
OG-31/2015
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In order to streamline the security of Banks by adopting the appropriate security
measures in consonance with the size of the bank, the daily cash transactions and its
vulnerability vis-a-vis breach by criminals / miscreants while preserving the efficient and
smooth functioning of the bank, a meeting with the security heads of all the banks was held
in the Central Police Office Peshawar. Consequently, a Memorandum of Understanding
(copy enclosed) was signed between the Security heads and the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Police Department on 9th December, 2015. The MoU features the minimum level of security
measures to be adopted by the various branches of the all the banks. The copy of MoU duly
signed by all security heads has already been circulated vide this office letter No.
226713-25/SD/Ops dated 9.12.2015.
In light of the MoU, the following operational guidelines are issued:
Access Control System
1

The access control systems of the banks shall have the following security
arrangements:
i.

Minimum 2 x Arm Guards shall be deployed at every branch. One should
perform his duty at the entrance and another at the vantage point.

ii. Ex-Serviceman Guards duly verified should be deployed. In case of a civilian,
properly trained and verified guard should be deployed.
iii. The hand metal detectors shall be provided at every branch to the guard at
the entry point.
iv.

The walk through gates shall be given to cash feeding branches only.

v.

Physical search of all customers shall be mandatory.

vi. The alarm management system should be checked by the security officer at
branch level every day.
vii. The guard at the entrance shall carry pistol so that he can check the
customer whereas the guard at the vantage point should have a 12 bore gun.
viii.

The vantage point shall be manned during the working hours.

ix.

Cash counter should be secured enough so as to avoid any access.

Installation of CCTV Cameras
2

The HD cameras shall be installed for the proper coverage of inside as well as
outside the main entrance. The CCTV coverage should be extended to Entrance,
ATM, Strong Room, Locker Room, Cash counter and lobby.

3

DVR should have a minimum recording facility of 15 days and be properly
concealed. The DVR should be coupled with mirror recording facility.
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4

A proper power back-up should be provided to the security system.

5

The sufficient lighting inside and outside the branch be ensured.

Miscellaneous Equipment
6

All the important / emergency numbers shall be displayed at the notice board.

7

The smoke detector must be functional and checked on regular basis.

8

The fire extinguisher should be refilled and

should not be expired. It must be

checked on regular basis.
9

The anti-shatter film should be pasted on the outdoor panes where necessary.

10 The Police SOS system shall be installed.
Branch Security Plan
11 A Branch Security Plan shall be prepared by the security head of Branch which in
turn shall be finalized in consultation with the SDPO. A copy to be forwarded to
Divisional SP or DPO, as the case may be, for final approval. The copies of the
approved Branch Security Plan shall remain confidential with security head of Bank
and concerned SHO.
Police Inspection
12 The SHO (Security) or any other police officer specially deputed to check the
security of Branch shall enter the Bank and in association of the manager of the
bank inspect the security paradigm of Bank according to the duly approved Branch
Security Plan.
13 The officer conducting the security review as per para (12) shall send inspection
report to the Divisional SP or DPO, as the case may be, along with the
recommendations, if any.
Note: This OG is to be read along with OG-19/2014 and OG-24/2014.

(NASIR KHAN DURRANI)
Inspector General of Police
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar

No. 13736-85/PPO Dated Peshawar 18th December, 2015.
Copy for information and necessary action to:1. All Heads of Police Offices;
2. The Capital City Police Officer Peshawar;
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3. All Regional Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
4. All District Police Officers in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa;
5. Director IT CPO with the direction to email copies to all concerned.

(MUHAMMAD AFZAL)PSP
PSO to IGP
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar
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OFFICE OF THE
THE INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE
KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA
Central Police Office, Peshawar

Operational Guidelines:
Surveillance of Accused or Convicts released from jails
and prisons
OG-32/2015

The CIA surveillance pickets shall be established outside all the jails / prisons
throughout the province in line with the following instructions:
Purpose
1. The purpose of the CIA pickets is the surveillance of accused / convicts involved in the
commission of
a. Offences against property (Dacoity, Robbery, Burglary, MV Theft / Snatching)
b. Extortion
c. Kidnapping for ransom
d. ATA cases
Equipment
2. Each CIA picket will have the following equipment / gadgets:
e. Digital Camera
f.

Electronic Finger print recording and identification device

g. Instruments for manual recording of finger prints ( ink slabs / pads, rollers, finger
print record cards)
h. Computer
i.

Software for recording the details in the database

Operational Procedure
3. The picket officials will intimate the concerned police station through wireless control
about the particulars of the person released on daily basis.
4. Every police station to maintain a Surveillance Register of accused / convicts released
from the prisons / jails in which the details including particulars of the convict or person
released from the jail to be recorded.
5. The following particulars shall be recorded in the Initial Release Form (IRF) through
the software provided by the IT section of KP police:
5.1 Particulars of released accused / convicts
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j.

Photograph (from all sides)

k. Facial Features
l.

Finger print recording & verification system

m. Finger prints to be recorded electronically and on paper
n. CNIC
o. Mobile Numbers
p. Details of the case FIR
q. Period spent in the confinement in jail in this case
r. Status ( on bail / acquittal)
s. Jail History (no. of times he has been in jail)
t.

Destination / Address

5.2 Particulars of person on whose surety the accused / convict has been released
a. Name
b. Address
c. CNIC
d. Cell Number
e. Occupation
6. Two copies of the computerized Initial Release Form to be printed; one copy shall be
dispatched to the home police station and the other copy to the police station of current
residence.
7. Another copy of the IRF form shall be filled in and finger prints of the released accused /
convict to be taken on it manually. This copy shall be kept in the surveillance picket.
8. The incharge of the surveillance picket shall give a slip bearing the date and time of
reporting in the police station of current residence to the released accused / convict and
send a copy of the same slip to the SHO of that police station. The incharge shall also
inform that police station through the wireless about the date and time of the attendance of
the released accused / convict.
Surveillance
9. The released convict / accused to be directed to visit and report in the police station of
his current residence within a period of 10-12 days after being released from the jail.
10. Following record of the convict / accused released from jail to be maintained in Police
Station of his current residence
u. Personal File on the pattern of History Sheet
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v. Mobile numbers
w. Verification of ownership of the Mobile numbers
Surveillance through mobile phone
11. An IO (by name) to be deputed for surveillance of the activities of released accused /
convict.
x. On his first report to the Home Police Station, the IO will record all the mobile
numbers in his use and sift out his accomplices through CDR analysis conducted
and monitor their activities as well.
y. Afterwards, a quarterly analysis of the CDR will be conducted by the IO and
following aspects to be scrutinized:
i. Location at different places and reason for their presence there
ii.Person contacted maximum number of times
iii.

Any suspicious contact

iv.

Relationship with persons contacted

Surveillance by patrolling officer
12. The patrolling officers during visit of the beat shall check the following aspects and
record them in daily diary and give a copy of it to the IO for entering the details in his
personal file:
z. presence of the said person at his home
aa. means of his subsistence
ab. general information regarding his activities from notables of the area
ac. reputation of the people with whom he is in contact in the area
Attendance in Police Station
13. The released convict / accused to fortnightly visit the Police Station of his current
residence for first six months. The details of the visit to be recorded in the
ad. Personal File &
ae. Daily Diary
14. Afterwards, the released convict / accused shall be directed to visit the Police Station of
his current residence at least once a month till the SDPO and SHO are satisfied that the
said person is no longer involved in any criminal activity.
Change of police station of current residence
15. The released accused or convict to be directed not to change the residence without
prior information of the local police.
16. In case of change of residence to the jurisdiction of another police station, the police
station of previous residence to inform through information sheet regarding the details
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of surveillance and conduct of the said released accused / convict and send a copy of
the whole record to the police station of new current residence.
17. The procedure outlined in paras 9 to 16 are to be followed by the staff of police station
of new current residence.

Monitoring by SDPO, Divisional SP & DPOs
18. The SDPO shall check the personal files of all such accused / convicts released at least
once a month and enter his remarks.
19. A monthly summary of the surveillance reports and entries in personal files shall be
forwarded by the OII (In-charge Investigation) of the Police Station to the SDPO and
Divisional SP or DPO, as the case may be, by the 5th of every month.

(NASIR KHAN DURRANI)
Inspector General of Police
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar

No. 13991-14025/PPO Dated Peshawar 29th December ,2015
Copy for information and necessary action to:1. All Heads of Police Offices / Units Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.
2. The Capital City Police Officer, Peshawar;
3. All Regional Police Officers, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.
4. All District Police Officers, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.
5.
Director IT, CPO Peshawar with the direction to email copies to all concerned.

(MUHAMMAD AFZAL)PSP
PSO to IGP
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar
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OFFICE OF THE
THE INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE
KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA
Central Police Office, Peshawar

Operational Guidelines:
Prevention and Detection of Extortion
OG-33/2016
Objective
1.

It has been observed that the extortion calls create lot of insecurity for the victim.

The experience has shown that after making a call, the extortionists resort to IED or cracker
explosion in front of the residence or workplace of the victim to harass or coerce him to pay
the ransom. This creates panic in the area.In order to streamline the procedure of
prevention and detection of crime of extortion and ensure the protection of life and property
of general public, the following guide lines are issued:
Responsibility
2.

The Prevention of extortion is the responsibility of the District Police whereas the

Detection of extortion cases is the responsibility of the Counter-Terrorism Department
(CTD).
Procedure
3.

On receipt of extortion call, the SDPO, SHO and the representative of CTD shall

jointly visit the complainant and will assess the situation with respect to probable planting of
an IED. They shall prepare an assessment report containing following:
3.1 Financial position of the complainant
3.2 Vulnerability of house or workplace vis-a-vis installation of IED or crackers
3.3 Any CCTVs installed in the vicinity
4.

The SDPO shall take following actions in light of the assessment report:
4.1 Give an advisory to the complainant to install the CCTV cameras at appropriate
places;
4.2 Depute a police official for surveillance around the house of the complainant after
sunset till sunrise;
4.3 Sensitize the family members for keeping vigilance especially during night hours;
and
4.4 Direct the patrolling officers and patrolling beats to regularly visit the house of the
complainant.
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5.

The Divisional SP shall meet the complainant after three days of the visit of joint

team and review the security arrangements.
6.

The SSP Operations or District Police Officer, as the case may be, shall review the

security arrangements on weekly basis.
Analysis of Extortion Cases
7.

In order to formulate a strategy to counter extortion calls and arrest the criminals, a

continuous analysis of modus operandi and criminals shall be conducted by the
Counter-Terrorism Department.
8.

The analysis of extortion cases shall be conducted under three heads as follows:
8.1 Victim
The following aspects with respect to the victim shall be analysed:
a. Tribal affiliation
b. Profession
c. Financial position / status
8.2 Extortionist / Caller
The following aspects with respect to the caller shall be analysed:
a. the area of origin of the call
b. the militant group to which the caller belongs
c. the area of operation of the group to which the caller belongs
d. the telecommunication mode adopted by the caller (cellphone, Vphone or
landline)
e. the timing of the first call
f.

the number of calls made

g. the first SMS sent
h. the number of SMS sent
i.

the nature of blast (IED/cracker)

j.

the timing of IED blast

8.3 Accused Arrested
The following aspects with respect to the accused arrested shall be analysed:
a. the role of the accused (caller, surveyor, IED/cracker installer, collector)
b. his age
c. his education
d. the area from which he belongs
e. the tribe to which he belongs
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f.

the militant group to which he belongs

g. the number of family members (male and female)
h. CNIC number
i.

Mobiles registered against his CNIC

j.

Previous criminal record

Surveillance
9.

The District Police and Counter-Terrorism Department will carry out following with

regard to surveillance:
9.1 A record of those accused / convicts released as well as those who are still in jails
on account of being involved in extortion and terrorism cases to be prepared and
maintained. Following actions shall be taken in this regard:
a. Re-arrest and interrogate those who have been released
b. Interrogate those who are still in jail
9.2 The CTD shall issue a weekly analysis report on the basis of interrogation and
investigation.
9.3 All the lists prepared by CTD and District Police shall be shared amongst each other
and SDPOs and SHOs shall be given tasks for their arrest and interrogation.
Extortion Cases to be referred to military courts
10.

The DIG CTD shall refer the extortion cases to the military courts for trial.

(NASIR KHAN DURRANI)
Inspector General of Police
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar

No. 691-735/PPO Dated Peshawar 26th January, 2016.
Copy for information and necessary action to:1. All Heads of Police Offices / Units Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.
2. The Capital City Police Officer, Peshawar;
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3. All Regional Police Officers, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.
4. All District Police Officers, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.
5. Director IT, CPO Peshawar with the direction to email copies to all concerned.

(MUHAMMAD AFZAL)PSP
PSO to IGP
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar

OFFICE OF THE
THE INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE
KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA
Central Police Office, Peshawar

Operational Guidelines:
Associating DRC Members As Observers in
Contested Investigations
OG-34/2016
1.
Objective: In order to make the proceedings of contested cases credible, fair,
impartial and transparent, following guidelines are issued for the satisfaction of the parties.
2.
The Additional Inspector General of Police, Investigation or the Head of District
Police, as the case may be, shall associate senior members of Dispute Resolution Councils
(DRCs) during the contested investigations to sit as observers.
3.
The proceedings of the re-investigation or investigation of contested cases shall be
conducted in the presence of such senior members of DRC.
4.
After the proceedings, the Investigation Officer may obtain the opinion of those
members regarding facts of the case and veracity of the stances of the parties.
5.
In case the DRC members are of the opinion that investigation of the case is not
being conducted on merit, they may send their opinion in writing to the Additional IGP
Investigation or Head of District Police, as the case may be. The competent authority may
process the investigation for changes in light of the requirements of Police Order, 2002.

(NASIR KHAN DURRANI)
Inspector General of Police
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
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Peshawar

No. 627-90/PPO Dated Peshawar 26th January,2016.
Copy for information and necessary action to:1.
All Heads of Police Offices / Units Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.
2. The Capital City Police Officer, Peshawar;
3. All Regional Police Officers, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.
4. All District Police Officers, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.
5.
Director IT, CPO Peshawar with the direction to email copies to all concerned

(MUHAMMAD AFZAL)PSP
PSO to IGP
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar
OFFICE OF THE
THE INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE
KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA
Central Police Office, Peshawar

Operational Guidelines:
Protection of Police Rider Squad
OG-35/2016
1.

Objective
Series of attacks on Rider squad in various districts has necessitated to formulate an

Operational Guidelines, to specify their task/ duties and to ensure safety, security of Police
personnel and control street crimes in urban areas.
2.

Selection of Riders
2-1. The DPO must select and chose suitable personnel (preferably ATS/Elite
qualified) for Rider squad.
2.2.

Proper deployment order for each Rider squad must be issued by the DPO.

2.3. Under no circumstances SPOs to be deployed as Rider Squad. However,
Ex-Servicemen may be deputed as Rider Squad on the recommendation of
SDPOs.
2.4.

2 x Rider Squad shall be deployed on duty.

2.5.

DPO must ensure that the rider squads are not posted in their home locality.

2.6.

The Rider squad must possess a valid driving license.
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3. DUTY HOURS
SHO must issue duty roster for Riders Squad and under no circumstances a duty
shift shall exceed 08 hours.
4. SECURITY GUIDELINES/INSTRUCTIONS
4.1

Police Rider Squad shall drive their bike away from the shoulders of the road
and stay as close to the middle of the road as possible.

4.2

The Rider Squad shall be alert and continuously exercise vigilance around the
area.

4.3

The Rider squad shall continuously change routes during routine patrolling in
such a manner that a predictable pattern of patrolling does not easily emerge.

4.4

Halts by Rider squad at known resting areas is a routine phenomenon
everywhere. This makes them vulnerable and an easy target. Such halts at
fixed spots should be avoided as much as possible.

4.5

Rider Squad shall patrol in urban areas only i.e, streets and main roads and not
in the remote areas/rural areas; since the very purpose of riders is to control
street crime. However, if such patrolling in the rural areas is deemed
necessary, it will be brought into the notice of seniors.

4.6

Rider squad shall comprise of 02 x Riders, with 04 x Police personnel, so as to
provide security cover to each other.

4.7

The Rider Squad must always be aware about the situation of the area.

4.8

Sensitive and vital installation shall be under constant surveillance. Rider squad
must check presence of Chowkidars/ security guards at night time on these
establishments.

4.9

Motorcycles must be in good/running condition to reach the spot or follow
someone well in time.

4.10 Use of pocket/back cameras will enable the filming of any attack on Rider
Squad and can help to identify/tracing of culprits.
4.11 pocket phones with proper ear phone sets, so that the riders can easily
communicate with control room/police station without any interruption while
riding.
5. SECURITY GADGETS/GEARS
5.1

Every Police officer of Rider Squad shall wear protective gear e.g bulletproof
jacket and ballistic helmet during movement.

5.2

Police official must have adequate ammunition with them.

5.3

Rider squad should have pocket phone.

2.4

Rider squad must have torch/light.
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6. BRIEFING:6.1

SHO shall check the performance evaluation of Rider Squad and brief the
Rider Squad on daily basis as per above instructions on their departure from
Police Station.

6.2

Report in this respect shall be lodged in DD on daily basis.

6.3

The Rider Squad on return from duty shall put up a debrief report to the
Moharrir of the Police Station/Police Post/Police Lines (as the case may be).

6.4

SDPO shall review performance evaluation on weekly basis and shall submit
report to the DPO.

7. Dissemination of instructions: DIG Telecommunication shall be responsible to air these
guidelines through Police Wireless Control in every Police Station at least 5 times a day. He
shall submit weekly compliance report.
8. Supervision: The SHOs/SDPOs shall ensure that all Rider Squads wear bulletproof
jackets, helmets and other protective gadgets during movement.
8.1

The SHOs/SDPOs shall further ensure that these instructions are widely
disseminated

through

wireless

and

through

announcements

during

evening/morning roll calls.
8.2

The SHOs/SDPOs must ensure that the riders shall not be posted in their
native police stations and they are regularly briefed and sensitized about the
duties and precautionary measures.

9. Reporting
9.1

The Head of District Police shall be responsible for the implementation of these
guidelines.

9.2
S#

Monthly report on the following pattern shall be submitted by the DPO to Addl:
IGP /Ops.
Name of Police Station
No of Rider Squad
No of SHO
No of SDPO
Briefings
overview
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NASIR KHAN DURRANI)
Inspector General of Police
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar

No. 1777-1800/PPO Dated Peshawar 16th March,2016.
Copy for information and necessary action to:1. All Heads of Police Offices / Units Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.
2. The Capital City Police Officer, Peshawar;
3. All Regional Police Officers, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.
4. All District Police Officers, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.
5. Director IT, CPO Peshawar with the direction to email copies to all concerned

(MUHAMMAD AFZAL)PSP
PSO to IGP
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Peshawar
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PART – III
PERFORMANCE AUDIT

Designed and prepared by
Mr. Mazharul Haq Kakakhel
DIG Investigation

PERFORMANCE AUDIT POLICE DEPARTEMT KPK
INTRODUCTION
CONCEPT:
Performance Audit is a simple concept of overall assessment of subordinate staff against
given performance indicators. Performance Audit is not a new concept. However, the
concept has been introduced in the Police Department for the first time.
The KP Police Performance Audit is primarily driven by policy and strategies formulated at
the Central Police Office. The Inspector General of Police Khyber Pakhtunkhwa has issued
a number of policy as well as operational guidelines during 2013 and 2014. These
guidelines cover a number of challenge areas, including operations, investigations and
supervision and intend to improve performance standards in the target areas. Officers are
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provided with detailed SOPs and are encouraged to make the best possible use of the
available resources for achieving the desired results.
Based on these guidelines, Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) have been developed and
circulated to field staff. The idea is to assess the performance of field officers, starting from
SDPOs, against the KPIs.
PURPOSE:
In the first step, the performance of SDPOs will be audited/assessed. Selected officers,
including SPs and DSPs will be sent to the field performance auditors. The performance
auditors have been trained in the exercise and are tasked to assess the quality delivery of
SDPOs and the impact of the guidelines.
The reports generated by the performance auditors will be submitted to the Inspector
General of Police and will be available to be considered at the time of writing ACRs of the
concerned SDPOs. Also, departmental action against individual officers in case of poor
showing will be initiated.

GENERAL GUAIDELINES FOR PERFORMANCE AUDITORS
The performance auditors shall observe the following guidelines
i.

The exercise shall be carried out with impartiality, without bias and professionally.

ii. Similar standards shall be applied across the board.
iii. Each activity has been given separate set of marks. The auditors shall not use any
discretion in awarding marks.
iv. Some activities that are considered most important have negative marking in case
they have not been accomplished.
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v. The audit officer shall read the respective OGs one by one and in detail and then
compare the Inspection Performa designed especially for that particular OG.
vi. Since Each Proforma is designed and quantified for that particular OG, comparing
one with another might be misleading and confusing. It is most desirable to take one
OG and one Proforma hand in hand.
vii. All audit officers are required to keep the papers on which they do the markings and
also important documents on which they base their marking so that in case the field
formations contest any point the same could be verified from original record.
viii. The marking of the audit officers shall be final unless challenged by the concerned
SDPO on the basis of evidence.
ix. Feedback from field is important. Audit officer must record feedback on each OG
separately. This will form the recommendation for future changes and policy-making.
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Conducting
officer Name:_________________________
Performance
Audit

District__________________________ Unit_____________________

Inspection Performa for OG-1/2013
Security Inspection of Police Establishments
1

2

3

4

5

6

No Police
Establishments
Inspected in District

Is SOPs for Prevention
of Attacks on this
Police Establishments
available in it
(2 for each)

Availability of
SOPs in DPO
Office, concerned
Police Station

Quality of SOPs vis a vis
instructions issued in the OG
(the inspecting officer must
collect all SOPs and comment
after evaluating each SOP)
(0 0r 2)

Rehearsal Reports
Received in DPO office
from concerned SDPOs
for this inspected
establishment
(4 for each)

Follow up action ordered
by DPO

(15 for each)

(1)

(2 each )

SOPs for Prevention of Attacks on Police Establishments

(A)

Comments of inspection officer:__________________________________________________________________________________
Feed back: based on input from police officials who faced difficulties in this task

Total Marks

Marks obtained

Column 1

2+3+4+5+6
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5 each

(2) SOPs
Performance
Auditfor Response in Case of Attacks on Police Establishments
(A)

1

2

3

4

5

6

No of Police
Establishments
inspected in
District

Availability of
SOPs for
Response in case
of Attacks on the
concerned Police
Establishments
(5 for each)

Availability of
SOPs in DPO
Office, concerned
Police Station

Quality of SOPs
vis a vis
instructions issued
in the OG

No of monthly Rehearsal
Reports Received in DPO office
from concerned SDPOs for each
establishment

Follow up action
ordered by DPO

(Yes/No = 5 / -2)

0 or 5

(5 for each)

(25 for each)

(5 each)

Comments of inspection officer:__________________________________________________________________________________
Feed back: based on input from police officials who faced difficulties in this task

Total Marks

Marks obtained

Column 1

2+3+4+5
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Conducting
officer Name:_________________________
District__________________________ Unit_____________________
Performance
Audit
Inspection Performa for OG-2/2013
Forensic Examination of Mobile Data
1
2
3
4
5
Total No of
Cases/Case Files
Inspected

10 for each

Number of cases in which
the mobile phone
possessed by the
accused(s) was taken into
custody through legal
procedure i.e
“fardmaqboozgi”

Number of cases in which the
I.O made list of the numbers in
phone book contacts and call log
(dialed, received & missed calls)
and placed the lists in case file
(2 for each)

Number of cases in which the I.O
confronted the accused(s) for
verification of relation of accused with
numbers in phone book contacts and
call log (dialed, received & missed calls)
along with reputation of those
possessing these numbers
(2 for each)

No of Cases in
which SIM
phone
ownership of the
accused was
verified
(2 for each)

(2 for each)

Comments of inspection officer:__________________________________________________________________________________
Feed back: based on input from police officials who faced difficulties in this task
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6

No of cases in which CD
of the accused(s) numb
was obtained by the I.O

(2 for each)

Total Marks

Marks obtained

Column 1

2+3+4+5+6

Instructions for Inspection Officer:
 The inspection shall be undertaken in the office of the SP Investigation.
 The inspection officer should peruse at least 10 case files each for every heinous offence including extortion, kidnapping for ransom,
terrorism, murder, dacoity, robbery and offences registered under Anti-Terrorism Act.
 The inspection officer must visit the cellular forensic cell that is supposed to be established in every district and evaluate their staff’s
understanding of cellular forensics and the directions issued in the O.G.
 The inspection officer must interview atleast 10 I.Os in the district and evaluate their understanding of cellular forensics in light of the
directions issued in the O.G.
Performance Audit
Conducting officer Name:_________________________

District__________________________ Unit_____________________

Inspection Performa for OG-3/2013
Security of Police Personnel & Police Check-Posts
(1)

(2)

Use of Protective Gear by Police Personnel
1
2
No of guard duties, mobile patrols and
All personnel on duty found wearing bullet
check posts etc inspected
proof jackets & helmets.
(10 for each)
(10 for each)

Security Arrangements at Police Posts and Check Posts/Naka Bandi Point
4
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3
If one personnel found to be not wearing bullet
proof jackets & helmets
(-1 for each)

5

No of police posts and check posts/nakabandi points inspected
(10 for each)

Police posts and check posts/nakabandi points found to be with proper
brick walls or HESCO bag/sand bag/wires/entry etc
( 10 for secured premises)
(-1 for each shortcoming)

Comments of inspection officer:__________________________________________________________________________________
Feed back: based on input from police officials who faced difficulties in this task

Key:

Total Marks

Marks obtained

Column 1

2+3+5

1. A Nakabandi or guard inspected shall be marked 1 only when all of them as a whole are wearing the protective gear
2. In case some are wearing and some are not it be marked zero. In case no one is wearing the gear it be marked -5.

Performance Audit
Provision of Allied Facilities at Check Posts/Naka Bandi Points

1

2

3

4

5

6

No of Check
Posts/Naka Bandi
points inspected

No of Check
Posts/Naka Bandi
points having the
minimum strength of
1–6

No of Check
Posts/Naka Bandi
points with mobile
vehicle or rider
motorcycle

No of Check
Posts/Naka Bandi
points with
roof/umbrella cover,
water cooler & torch
lights et
(2 for each)

No of Check Posts/Naka
Bandi points with traffic
regulation furniture like
barriers, boards & stop
signs etc

No of Check Posts/Naka
Bandi points
With wireless
connectivity

(10 for each)
(2 for each)

(2 for each)
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(2 for each)
(2for each)

Comments of inspection officer:__________________________________________________________________________________
Feed back: based on input from police officials who faced difficulties in this task
Total Marks

Marks obtained

Column 1

2+3+4+5+6

Instructions for Inspection Officer:
 For the purposes of inspecting the use of protective gear by police personnel, the inspection officer must inspect atleast 10 guard
duties, mobile patrols and check posts etc in such a manner that the inspecting officer inspects atleast 2 points in each sub-division
 For the purpose of inspecting security arrangements and provision of other facilities at check points/Nakabandi points and police
posts, the inspecting officer must inspect atleast 10 police posts/check posts/ Nakabandi points in such a manner that the
inspecting officer inspects atleast 2 points in each sub-division
Key:

Officer must inspect at least 2 Nakabandi points in each sub division.

Performance Audit
Conducting officer Name:_________________________

District__________________________ Unit_____________________

Inspection Performa for OG-4/2013
SOP in Case of Threat Alerts
(1)

Threat to a Building
1
2
Total No of threats Was the owner/

3
Was any security

4
Quality of security
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5
Was the action taken

6
Was the advisory

7
Any follow up

to building
received in district
(20 for each)

management
informed in the
case
(2 for each)

advisories was
issued in writing to
owner/management
(3 for each)

Threat to a Person
8
9
Total No of threats to
No of cases in which
person received in
the person was
district
sensitized
(15 for each)
(2 for each)

advisories issued
in against threat
received
( 0 or 2 )

entered by SHO &
SDPO in daily diary &
sent to DPO
(3 for each entry)

entered in special
register maintained
in DPO office
(5 for each)

action was ordered
by DPO on
advisory
(5 each)

(2)

10
No of cases in which
security advisories
were given to the
person under threat
(3 for each)

11
Quality of
security
advisories
issued
( 0 or 2 )

12
No of threats in which
action taken was entered by
SHO & SDPO in daily diary
& sent to DPO
(3 for each)

13
Advisories entered by DPO
in special register
maintained in DPO office.
Follow up action ordered?
(5 for each)

Comments of inspection officer:__________________________________________________________________________________
Feed back: based on input from police officials who faced difficulties in this task
Total Marks

Marks obtained

Column 1

2+3+4+5+6+8+9+10+11+1
2

(3) Threat to an event or public place
1
2
3
Total No of
No of cases in
No of cases in which
threats to events which the threat security arrangement

4
No of cases in
which search
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5
No of threats in
which action taken

6
No of advisories
entered by DPO

7
Follow up action by
DPO

received in the
district
(15 for each)

was circulated to
all concerned
through wireless
(2 each)

were inspected by
SDPO and additional
arrangements were
made by DPO
(2 each)

operations were
conducted in
consequence of
the threat
(2 each)

was entered by SHO
& SDPO in daily
diary & sent to DPO
(2 each)

in special
register
maintained in
DPO office
(2 each)

Entered as
instructions on the
advisory
(5 each)

Comments of inspection officer:__________________________________________________________________________________
Feed back: based on input from police officials who faced difficulties in this task
Total Marks

Marks obtained

Column 1

2+3+4+5=6

Instructions for Inspection Officer:
 The inspection officer must peruse the consolidated monthly report highlighting the measures taken in response to each threat which is
sent by the DPO to CPO through DIG operations
 The inspection officer must inspect the reports sent by SDPOs to DPO and highlighting the measures taken in response to each threat
 The inspection officer must inspect the daily diary entries made by the SDPOs highlighting the measures taken in response to each
threat.


Key:

Column 2:
Column 3:

Check wireless log.
Check entry of such checking in DD or official correspondence
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Conducting
officer Name:_________________________
District__________________________ Unit_____________________
Performance
Audit
Inspection Performa for OG-5/2013
Surprise Visit of Police Stations& Police Posts
(1)
Surprise Visit by SDPOs
1
2
3
4
Total No of Police Stations &
Was a surprise visits made by
Was the SDPOs surprise visit
Was the Surprise Visit entries made
Police Posts in the Subdivision
SDPOs to inspected PS or PP
reports received in DPO office
in daily diary by SDPOs
under Inspection
(4for each)
4 for each
2 for each
10 for each

(2)

Surprise Visit by DPOs

5

6

7

8

Total No of Police Stations & Police
Posts in the District under inspection
(10 for each)

Surprise visits made by DPO to
the under inspection PS or PP.
(4 for each)

Was the DPO surprise visit
reports received in RPO office.
(4for each)

Was Surprise Visit entries made in
daily diary by DPO
(2 for each)

(3)
Comments on Compliance of Instructions passed by SDPOs and DPOs during surprise visits
Comments of inspection officer:__________________________________________________________________________________
Feed back: based on input from police officials who faced difficulties in this task
Total Marks

Marks obtained

1+5

(2+3+4+6+7+8)

Instructions for Inspection Officer: The inspection officer must personally peruse and verify the surprise visit reports and daily diary entries
made by SDPOs and DPO after every surprise visit
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Conducting
officer Name:_________________________
District__________________________ Unit_____________________
Performance
Audit
Inspection Performa for OG-6/2013
Informal Inspection of Police Stations
(1)
Surprise Visit by SDPOs
1
Total No of
Police Stations in
Subdivision
(10 for each)

(2)

2
Was informal inspections made
by SDPOs of the inspected PS
or PP
(I each. Max 4)

3
Was SDPOs informal inspection
reports entered in Register #13
(1 each)

4
Was informal inspection
entries made in daily diary by
SDPOs
(2 each)

5
Were SDPO informal inspection
report received in DPO office
(4 for each)

8
No of DPO informal inspection
reports entered in Register #13
(1 for each)

9
No of informal inspection
entries made in daily diary by
DPO
(2 each)

10
No of DPO informal inspection
reports received in RPO office
(4 each)

Surprise Visit by DPOs

6
Total No of
Police Stations in
District
(10 for each)

7
No of informal inspections made
by DPO of the Inspected PS or
PP
(1 each. Max 4)

(3) Comments on Compliance of Instructions passed by SDPOs and DPOs during informal inspection
Comments of inspection officer:__________________________________________________________________________________
Feed back: based on input from police officials who faced difficulties in this task

Instructions for Inspection Officer:
Total Marks
Marks obtained
(1+6)


(2+3+4+5+7+8+9+10)

The inspection officer must personally peruse and verify the informal inspection reports, Register # 13 entries and daily diary entries
made by SDPOs and DPO after every surprise visit.
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Conducting
officer Name:_________________________
District__________________________ Unit_____________________
Performance
Audit
Inspection Performa for OG-7/2013
Recovery of Arms & Explosives
1
Total No of
Cases in which
police have
seized 3 or more
arms/weapons &
explosives
(20 for each
case)

2
No of cases in
which the
accused was ask
to explain the
reason for
carrying the
weapons
(2 each)

3
No of cases in
which the source
of weapons was
ascertained
(2 each)

4
No of cases in
which the
destination of
weapons was
ascertained
(2 each)

5
No of cases in which
the personal details
of the accused
including CNIC and
mobile number were
recorded
(4 each)

6
No of cases in which
I.O undertook
cellular forensics of
accused(s) cell
(5 each)

7
No of cases in
which the linkage
of accused with
proscribed/militant
organizations was
ascertained
(5 each)

Comments of inspection officer:__________________________________________________________________________________
Feed back: based on input from police officials who faced difficulties in this task

Total Marks

Marks obtained

Column 1

(2+3+4+5+6+7)
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Instructions for Inspection Officer:
 The inspection officer should inspect the case files for every case in which the police have seized three or more arms/weapons or
explosives

Conducting
officer Name:___________________________
District _____________ Unit _______________
Performance
Audit
Inspection Performa for OG-9/2013
SOP for Handling Protest
1
No of
sub-divisions in
district Inspected

2
No of Public Liaison
Committees in
District

3
Are the committees
constituted as per the
guidelines

(20 for each)

(5 for each in each
subdivision )

(3 for each)

4
Is the list of committee
members, & their
contact details available
in concerned PS

5
No of Law & Order
rehearsals and
briefings conducted
by SDPO

6
No of Law & Order
rehearsals and
briefings conducted
by DPO

(2 for each)

(5 each)

(5 each)

Comments of inspection officer:__________________________________________________________________________________
Feed back: based on input from police officials who faced difficulties in this task

Total Marks

Marks obtained

(Column 2)

(3+4+5+6)
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Conducting
officer Name:___________________
Performance
Audit

District _______________ Unit _______________
Inspection Performa for OG-10/2013
Arrest of Proclaimed Offenders (POs)

1
No of History
Sheets Inspected
by Inspection
Officer

(15 each)

2
Was the Inspected
HS available in
consolidated HS
checklist in MS
Excel maintained in
DPO Office
(3 each)

3
No of History
Sheets found fit in
terms of information
directed to be
attached vide para
2 of OG-10/2013
(2 for each fit)
(-1 for each unfit)

4
No of History
Sheets found fit in
terms of Activity
Sheet directed to
be maintained vide
para 4 of
OG-10/2013
(2 for each fit)
(-1 for each unfit
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5
No of History
Sheets Inspected
by SDPOs regularly

(3 for each)

6
No of History Sheets
Inspected by DPO randomly
&
instruction given were found
recorded
(5 each)

Total Marks

Marks obtained

(Column 1)

(2+3+4+5+6)

Instructions for Inspection Officer:
 The inspection officer must inspect at least 20% of the total history sheets opened in each district

Conducting
officer Name:___________________
Performance
Audit

District _______________ Unit _______________

Inspection Performa for OG-11/2013
Quarterly Inspection of Government Arms

(1)

Police Lines
1
No of Inspections conducted by
DPO/SP/DSP HQRs
(5 for each report)

(2)

Police Stations
4

2
No of Discrepancies Highlighted in all
Inspection Reports
(2for each)

3
No of Discrepancies Removed
(3 for each one removed &-2 for each one not
removed)

5

6
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No of Inspection Reports Submitted by
SDPOs
(5 for each)

No of Discrepancies Highlighted in all
Inspection Reports
(2 for each)

No of Discrepancies Removed
(3 for each one removed &
-2 for each one not removed)

Comments of inspection officer:__________________________________________________________________________________
Feed back: based on input from police officials who faced difficulties in this task

Total Marks

Marks obtained

1+4

(2+3+5+6)

Conducting
officer Name:___________________
Performance
Audit

District _______________ Unit ____________________

Inspection Performa for OG-13/2013
Role of Mobile Forensic Lab in Crime Scene Processing
1
Total No of Heinous cases: Terrorism,
Murder, Dacoity & Robbery cases
registered in District in the year
(10 each)

2
Availability of FSL mobile and Standard
Crime Scene Kit to each Unit
(5 each)
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3
No of Cases covered by FSL mobile
(5 each covered & -2 for not covered)

Comments of inspection officer:__________________________________________________________________________________
Feed back: based on input from police officials who faced difficulties in this task

Total Marks

Marks obtained

1

2+3

Instructions for Inspection Officer:
 A crime scene will be deemed to be covered by FSL mobile if the scene is preserved as per the prescribed procedure, the scene is
photographed and the photographs are placed on the case file

Performance Audit
Conducting officer Name:___________________

District _______________ Unit ____________________
Inspection Performa for OG-14/2013
Geo-Tagging of Crime Scene in Heinous Cases

1
No of Cases
warranting

2
Was an Android Phone
available in district for

3
A Geo tagging trained
personnel in district
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4
Was the Cases/
crime scene

5
Quality of
geo-tagging

6
No of Cases where
crime scene pictures are

geo-tagging as
detailed in OG 14

the purpose to cover this
case
(1 each)

was deputed on this
case
(1 each)

geo-tagged
(6 each.)
( -1 for missing)

0 or 2

placed in case files
(5for placing)
(-1 for missing)

(15 each)

Comments of inspection officer:__________________________________________________________________________________
Feed back: based on input from police officials who faced difficulties in this task

Total Marks

Marks obtained

Column 1

2+3+4+5+6

Instructions for Inspection Officer:


According to OG-14/2013, the DPO shall ensure that atleast three photographs of the following crime scenes are taken through
Android phone for geo-tagging and placement on case file:
 Terrorism (All cases where Anti-Terrorism Act is applied)
 Murder
 Kidnapping for Ransom
 Robbery & Dacoity
Conducting
officer Name:___________________
District _______________ Unit _______________
Performance Audit
Inspection Performa for OG-15/2014
Joint visit of crime scene for preliminary Investigation
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1

2

3

4

No of Cases Inspected in light
of OG 15

Did both the SHO and I/C inv
coord and visit the crime scene

Both the officials made effort to
preserve crime scene

Was useful evidence gained based on this
coordination

(2each)

(4 each)

(10 each)
(4 each)

Comments of inspection officer:__________________________________________________________________________________
Feed back: based on input from police officials who faced difficulties in this task

Total Marks

Marks obtained

Column 1

2+3+4
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Performance Audit
Conducting officer Name:___________________

1
No of drivers & personnel of Police
Mobiles interviewed about instructions
(10 each)

District _______________ Unit ____________________
Inspection Performa for OG-16/2013
Protection against IED Attacks
2
3
No of drivers & personnel of Police Mobiles
Methodology of Briefing of the personnel
found to be aware of the instructions
(SHO/SDPO = 5)or(Through wireless = 2)
(5 each for fully aware team)

Comments of inspection officer:__________________________________________________________________________________
Feed back: based on input from police officials who faced difficulties in this task

Total Marks

Marks obtained

1

2+3

Instructions for Inspection Officer:
 The inspection officer should randomly interview the drivers and personnel deployed for mobile patrolling and ask them about the
directions issued vide para # 2 of OG-16/2013. The inspection officer must interview the personnel/driver of at least 10 police mobiles.
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Performance Audit
Conducting officer Name:___________________

District _______________ Unit ____________________
Inspection Performa for OG-17/2014
Protection of BD Teams against IED attacks
1
2
3
No of BD staff& personnel interviewed about
No of BD staff& personnel fond fully aware
Methodology of Briefing of the personnel
instructions given in OG 16 for safety
(5 each for fully aware team)
(AIG BDU/ incharge BDU = 5)or(Through
(10 each)
wireless = 2)

Comments of inspection officer:__________________________________________________________________________________
Feed back: based on input from police officials who faced difficulties in this task

Total Marks

Marks obtained

1

2+3
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Conducting
officer Name:___________________
Performance
Audit

District _______________ Unit ____________________

Inspection Performa for OG-18/2014
Roles and responsibilities of BDU and FSL at the crime Scene.
1
2
3
No of BDU & FSL related cases inspected.
No of BD staff& personnel/ teams fond fully
EAIR report. An “explosive and analysis
aware
impact report’
(10 each)
(5 each for fully aware team)
(5 each)

Comments of inspection officer:__________________________________________________________________________________
Feed back: based on input from police officials who faced difficulties in this task

Total Marks

Marks obtained

1

2+3
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Conducting
officer Name:___________________
Performance
Audit

District _______________ Unit ____________________
Inspection Performa for OG-19/2013
Security of Sensitive and Vulnerable Establishments and Places (SVEP)

(1)

Police Stations
1
Total No of SVEPs in Police
Stations or District
(15 each)

(2)

2
Was SVEP Register
maintained in every P.S as per
Para 2.2 of OG-9/2014 &
entries made in SVEP register
(2 for each entry)

3
Are the inspection entries by SHOs is
SVEP register of P.Ss

4
Any Daily Diary entries by SHOs to
record monthly inspection of SVEPs

(2 each)

(1 each)

Police Sub-Divisions
5

6

7
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Total No of SVEPs identified in the
Inspected district or Subdivision
(15 each)

(3)
DPO
Office
Performance
Audit

Entries made by SDPO
in SVEPs registers in P.Ss
(Every SDPO is supposed to inspect the SVEP
register during every surprise visit and informal
inspection of a P.S)
(5 each Irrespective of repeat)

8

No of Entries made in Daily Diaries by SDPOs after
inspecting SVEPs
(Every SDPO is supposed to inspect every SVEP in
his jurisdiction once a month and make entry into
concerned D.D to that effect)
(5 each for entry in DD)

Is the SVEP Monitoring Unit
Established in DPO Office

Is the monitoring Unit giving
instruction

9
Is the Police Station Wise List of SVEPs maintained in DPO Office as per the
directions vide para 5.2 of OG-19/2014

Yes + 5 & No -5

5 each

(Yes +5/ No. -5)

Comments of inspection officer:__________________________________________________________________________________
Feed back: based on input from police officials who faced difficulties in this task
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Total Marks

Marks obtained

Column 1+5

2+3+4+5+7+8+9

Conducting
officer Name:___________________
Performance
Audit

District _______________ Unit ____________________
Inspection Performa for OG-20/2014
Identification of Un-Identified Dead bodies

(1)

Finger print Unit in SP Investigation office
1

2

3
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5

No of un-identified dead
bodies in year of inspection

How many referred to FPU

Has the staff of FPU
properly applied
bio metrics in the case
(I each)

(1 each)

(5 for each)

How many cases have the FPU been
involved and how many successful
(3 for each case)

Comments of inspection officer:__________________________________________________________________________________
Feed back: based on input from police officials who faced difficulties in this task

Total Marks

Marks obtained

Column 1

2+3+4+5

SUMMARY
Performance audit report for the year 2014

OG

SCORE/ MARKS

KPIs/ SUBJECT

Total
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Obtained

Percentage

Category

1/2013
2/2013
3/2013
4/2013
5/2013
6/2013
7/2013
9/2013
10/2013
11/2013
13/2014
14/2014
15/2014
16/2014
17/2014
18/2014
19/2014
20/2014

Security Inspections of Police Establishments (SIPE)
Forensic Examination of Mobile Data
Security of Police Check-posts
SOP in case of Threat Alert
Surprise Visits of Police Stations
Informal Inspections of Police Stations
Recovery of Arms and Explosives
SOP for Handling Protests
The Arrest of Proclaimed Offenders (POs)
Quarterly Inspections of Government Weapons
Role of Mobile Forensic Lab in Crime Scene Processing
Geo-Tagging of Crime Scene in Heinous Cases
Joint Visit of Crime scene for preliminary Inv
Protection against IED Attacks
Protection of BD teams against IED attacks
Roles and Resp: of BDU & FSL at crime scene
Security of Sensitive and Vulnerable Establishments and Places (SVEP)
Identification of Un-Identified Dead Bodies
TOTAL: 18 KPIs

OVERAL SCORE:

----- /-----.

OVERALL ------- %
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Pen picture of the Sub division based on Audit:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Name of Inspecting Officers:
Name 1: _________________________Name 2: ________________________ Name 3: ________________________
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